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Economic

Moscow-Leningrad-Kurgansk Passenger Guide.
RUSSIAN, rpt, Moscow, 1962. *FTD-TT-63-1097

Chirchik -- City of Industrial Chemistry, by V. Kocherov, V. Popov, 9 pp.
RUSSIAN, bk, Chirchik -- Gorod Bol'shoy Khozyayki, Tashkent, 1962, pp 9-13; 66-71; 77-83. JPRS 22002

RUSSIAN, bk, Effektivnost Novoy Tekhniki v khonyayste svyaz., Moscow, 1962, pp 1-177. JPRS 22311


RUSSIAN, bk, Problema Vodoobezpecheniya Tsentral'noho Kazakhstana, 1960, pp 314-327. ACSI 1-3337-B

Conventional Markings in Station Work Plans. *ACSI 1-3721-A
RUSSIAN, rpt, Rusko-Cesky Zelenicni Slovnik, 1956, pp 14-32. ID 2251751

Progressive Work Methods in Railway Transport. *ACSI 1-3721-B
RUSSIAN, rpt, Rusko-Cesky Zelenicni Slovnik, 1956, pp 33-43. ID 2251751

RUSSIAN, bk, Sovremennye Metody Goryachey Shtampovki, Moscow, 1963, pp 3, 4, 23, 26, 27, 82, 148, 149, 167-170, 178, 193. JPRS 22116

Chemical Industry on a National Scale, by V. Fedorov, 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Agitator, 20 Oct 1963, pp 6-10. JPRS 22261
USSR

Economic (Contd)

Cargo Truck Types, by A. Piyir, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Avtomobil Transport, No 8, 1963, pp 38, 39.

Improve the Performance of the Synthetic Rubber Plant in Azerbaydzhan, by V. Felitsyn, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Bakin Rebochiy, 10 Oct 1963, p 2.


No 8, pp 68-70.
Experience of the Kuzbasskiy Sovnarkhoz in Mechanization of Reference-Information Work, by Yu. B. Kotel'nikov, 6 pp.

No 9, np 47-50.

No 10.
Continuous Methods of Manufacturing Synthetic Mineral Pigments, by V. A. Berezin, 8 pp, (pp 9-13).

RL002 and RL003 Automatic Lines for Complete Machining of Generator Frames, by A. I. Berzon, 5 pp, (pp 37-40).

Ways of Raising the Level of Production and Extensive Adoption of Hard-Alloy and Diamond Tools, by I. V. Gellert, 6 pp, (pp 92-94).


Selected Articles From the Russian Newspaper Ekon Gazeta.

No 33, 17 Aug 1963, p 3.
Electrotechnical Industry Has Gigantic Significance, by N. Obolonskiy, 6 pp.

No 38, 21 Sep 1963.

USSR

Selected Articles From the Russian Newspaper

Ekon Gazeta. (Contd)

No 38, 21 Sep 1963.
Future Plans for Soviet Merchant Fleet, by V. Bakayev, 7 pp, (p 6).


Final Product in Socialist Production, by S. Shatalin, 5 pp, (p 30).

Bottlenecks in Road Construction and Maintenance, by I. Seryakov, 7 pp, (p 41).

No 39, 28 Sep 1963.
Inadequate Economic Study Hampers State Committee for Ferrous and Nonferrous Metallurgy, by V. Vavilov, 7 pp, (p 5).


Excess Production in Machine Building Plans Has No Market, by M. Kobrin, 6 pp, (p 10).

Second in the Country, by A. Vartanyan, 6 pp, (p 11).


Berezniki Chemical Industry, 5 pp, (p 29).

Measures for Improvement of the Electronics Industry, 5 pp, (p 45).

No 40, 5 Oct 1963.
Great Strides in Radioelectronics, by G. Kazanskiy, 9 pp, (p 4).

Resolve Pressing Problems Pertaining to Trade, by S. Trifonov, 5 pp, (p 8).

State Bank Operations, by A. Poskonov, 6 pp, (p 9).
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Economic (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Russian Newspaper Ekon Gazeta. (Contd)

No 40, 5 Oct 1963.

Incentives for Industrial Progress, by F. Vesolkov, 6 pp; (p 13).

Economic Activities at the Serp I Molot Plant, by O. Kamalov, 5 pp, (p 16).

Tasks of Plant Deputy Director -- Chief Economist, by O. Kamalov, 6 pp, (p 16).

New Stage in the Production of Mineral Fertilizers, by V. Koval', 6 pp, (p 18).

No 41, 12 Oct 1963.
New Unifications in the Central Urals, (5 pp).


No 42, 19 Oct 1963.
Economy -- The Principal Criterion, 5 pp, (p 14).

New Electrodrills, 5 pp, (p 34).

No 43, 26 Oct 1963.
What the National Economy Expects From Scientific Management, by V. Lisitsyn, 11 pp, (pp 7, 8).

A Model Code for the Economic Planning Division of an Industrial Enterprise, 6 pp, (p 15).

Production of Dinamo and Other Plants Suffers From Poor Planning, 11 pp, (p 45).

No 44, 2 Nov 1963, pp 18, 19.
Status of Construction at the Kuybyshev Synthetic Rubber Plant, 11 pp.
USSR
Economic (Contd)

RUSSIAN, per, Ekon Na, No 5, 1963, pp 27-31. JPRS 22335

The Role of Prices in Regulating the Supply and Demand of Consumer Goods, by N. Kotelevskiy, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Ekon Na, No 5, 1963, pp 31-35. JPRS 22335

Functions of Soyuzelstroetchnika and Its Subordinate Branches, by A. Yezehevskiy, 10 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Ekon Sektoro Khoz, No 9, 1963, pp 11-19. JPRS 22262

RUSSIAN, per, Ekon Sektoro Khoz, No 9, 1963, pp 56-64. JPRS 22267

Awards to Participants of Exhibition of Achievements of the National Economy, by V. N. Borovitskiy, V. N. Nartov, 12 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Elektro -Tnika, No 10, 1963, pp 69-71. JPRS 22995

RUSSIAN, per, Energetika, No 9, 1963, pp 29-31. JPRS 22260

To Eliminate Shortcomings in Planning and Construction, by A. Vasov, 9 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Finansy SSR, No 8, 1963, pp 15-20. JPRS 22445

Equipment Should Be Utilized at Full Capacity, by M. Rayskina, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Finansy SSR, No 8, 1963, pp 20-27. JPRS 22903

Government's Call for Use of State Output, 7 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Gudok, 13 Sep. 1963, p 3. JPRS 22060

RUSSIAN, per, Gudok, 13 Sep. 1963, p 3. JPRS 22060

RUSSIAN, per, Izmeritel Tekh, No 9, 1963, pp 59-61. JPRS 22135
USSR

Economic (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Russian Newspaper Izvestiya.


Establishment of the Termopribor Production Association by the L'vovskiy Sovnarkhoz, by V. Cherenkov, 5 pp.

Selected Articles From the Russian Newspaper Kazakh Pravda.


USSR
Economic (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Kommunist.

No 13, Sep 1963, pp 84-93.
Use Value and the Cost of Production, by
Sh. Turetskiy, 23 pp.

No 14, Sep 1963, pp 70-78.
Future Planning for Established and Developing
Branches of Soviet Industry, by Ya. Chadayev,
11 pp.

Party Organizations and the Development of
Petroleum Chemistry in the Bashkir ASSR, by
V. Nuriyev, 13 pp.

No 16, Nov 1963.
Party Leadership in the Economy, 14 pp,
(pp 3-12).

Juridical Science Under the Conditions of
Communist Construction, 14 pp, (pp 26-36).

The Great Decade, 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist Sovet Latvii, No 8, 1963,
pp 59-62.

The Riga Machine Building Plant Collective
Undertakes a Campaign for Better Quality of Products,
by E. Damberg, 9 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist Sovet Latvii, No 8, 1963,
pp 80-82.

More Chemical Equipment in Support of Agriculture,
5 pp.

The Early Completion of the Ammonia Liquefaction
Shop at the Chirchik Electrochemical Combine, by
N. Budabayov, A. Skrypnik, 5 pp.

Activity of the Progress Machine Plant at
Berdichev, by A. Potapova, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Komsomol Znamya, No 185(5913),
19 Sep 1963, p 1.

Selected Articles From the Russian Newspaper Leningrad Pravda.

29 Aug 1963, p 2.
Leningrad Steel Rolling Mill Increases Profits, by B. Chertkov, 5 pp.

17 Sep 1963, p 2.

18 Sep 1963.


24 Sep 1963, p 2.

Triumphant Tread of Power Engineering, by M. Kostenko, 5 pp.


Dissemination of Progressive Methods at the Artemovsk Tsvetmet Plant, by I. M. Kiselev, 5 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Metall i Gornorud Prom, No 4, Jul, Aug 1963, pp 74-76.
USSR
Economic (Cont'd)

RUSSIAN, per, Metallurgia, No 9, 1963, pp 1-3. JPRS 22136

The Task of Controlling the Procurement and Processing of Milk, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Kolchoznaya Prom., No 9, 1963, pp 1-4. JPRS 22335

RUSSIAN, np, Molodezh Sotsiolog, 12 Sep 1963, p 2. JPRS 22309

RUSSIAN, per, Myasnovykh Khoz., No 4, 1963, pp 4, 5. JPRS 22335

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Narod Khoz Uzbek.

No 8, 1963.
Development of the Chemical Industry Increases Wealth, by V. Rybakov, 8 pp, (pp 19-24). JPRS 21954

Wasteful Losses Should Be Curbed in Tashkent, by V. Skrobnev, 10 pp, (pp 30-35). JPRS 22106

Policy Toward Progressive Types of Fuel, by P. Savchenko, 7 pp, (pp 46-49). JPRS 22106

A Rise in Living Standards in the Uzbek SSR, by F. Rasulov, 6 pp, (pp 66-69). JPRS 22335

No 9, 1963.

Specialization in the Repair of Metal Cutting Equipment -- A Vitaliy Important Task, by M. Targanskiy, M. Shneyderman, 8 pp, (pp 63-67). JPRS 22118

Bentonite -- A Universal Material, by Kh. Gazizov, A. Pan, 6 pp, (pp 70-74). JPRS 22118

No 9, 1963, pp 34-37.
Gas Industry of Uzbekistan, by R. Rakhimov, A. Tomchani, 7 pp. JPRS 22447

No 18, 1963, pp 70-72.
Public Service Organizations in the Uzbek SSR, by S. Islamkhodzhayev, 5 pp. JPRS 22335
USSR

Economic (Contd)

Footings for Surface Water Conduits, by L. Ashenkampf.
RUSSIAN, per, Na Stroykhakh Rossii, No 10, 1962, p 19.

RUSSIAN, per, Nauch-Tekh Informat, No 8, 1963, pp 3-5.

Feeding Under Field Conditions, by N. Nechayeva.
RUSSIAN, per, Obshchestvennoyo Pitaniya, No 6, 1963, pp 60, 61.

The Progress of Public Catering Enterprises Over the Past Decade, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Obshch Pitaniya, No 9, 1963, pp 3-5.

Soviet Firms, by P. Maksimov, 10 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Partinaya Zhizn', No 18, Sep 1963, pp 16-23.

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Plan Khoz.

No 9, 1963, pp 41-44.
A New Way of Organizing Economic Analysis in an Industrial Enterprise, by P. Zhukov, 6 pp.

No 10, 1963.


Conferences of Chemists From the Ukraine, Baltic, and Transcaucausus, 13 pp, (pp 90-96).

Closer Ties Between Trade and Production, 9 pp.
USSR

Economic (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Russian Newspaper Pravda.

17 Sep 1963, p 2.
The Plant Production Committee, by G. Popov, 5 pp.
JPRS 22233

Chemistry and Economics, by V. Ivanov, 5 pp.
JPRS 21972

29 Sep 1963, pp 3, 4.
JPRS 22135

Power and Industrial Development in Asiatic USSR, by N. Nekrasov, 5 pp.
JPRS 22258

JPRS 22204

Cybernetics and Chemistry, by V. Kafarov, 6 pp.
JPRS 22204

Expedite the Activation of New Capacities in Shchekino Severodonetsk and Novomoskovsk; Chemical Plants, by V. Parfenov, 6 pp.
JPRS 22204

JPRS 22095

JPRS 22261

JPRS 21050

18 Nov 1963, p 2.
JPRS 22497

Lag of Coal-Tar Chemical Industry, by G. Vilesov, V. Didenko, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Pravda Ukrainy, 17 Sep 1963.
JPRS 22309
USSR

Economic (Contd)

Great Advances in the Chemical Industry of the Ukraine, 6 pp.  
JPRS 22370

Development of Chemical Machine Construction, by  
P. Lisnyak, 5 pp.  
RUSSIAN, np, Pravda Ukrainy, 14 Nov 1963, p 2.  
JPRS 22497

Armenian Industry Plan Fulfillment for First  
RUSSIAN, per, Prom Armenii, No 7, 1963, pp 3-5.  
JPRS 22309

Large-Scale Chemical Industry in the Armenian SSR, by L. Yerzinkyan, 8 pp.  
RUSSIAN, per, Prom Armenii, No 7, 1963, pp 6-10.  
JPRS 22299

The Seven Year Plan in Armenia, by I. Khachatryan, 5 pp.  
RUSSIAN, per, Prom Armenii, No 8, 1963, pp 3-5.  
JPRS 22118

Panels, CABinets and Control Stations, 5 pp.  
RUSSIAN, per, Prom Energetika, No 9, 1963, pp 57, 58.  
JPRS 22153

We Must Observe Maximum Economy of Electric Energy, 5 pp.  
RUSSIAN, per, Prom Energetika, No 10, 1963, pp 2-4.  
JPRS 22165

Developments in the Production of Rolled Products, by N. Tereshchenko, 7 pp.  
RUSSIAN, np, Rabochaya Gazeta, 19 Sep 1963, p 2.  
JPRS 22095

The Khar'kov Moskovskiy Rayon Party Organizations Fight for Profitableness of Enterprises, by  
RUSSIAN, np, Rabochaya Gazeta, 21 Sep 1963, p 2.  
JPRS 22153

Standardization and Unification are Two Important Requisites for Economizing on Public Labor, by A. Vyatkin, 11 pp.  
JPRS 22282

RUSSIAN, per, Sotsialisticheskiy Trud, No 9, 1963, pp 111-121.  
JPRS 22282

RUSSIAN, per, Sovet Gosud i Pravo, No 9, 1963, pp 72-78.  
JPRS 22101
Development of the Large-Scale Chemical Industry, by P. Zhmud', 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Sovet Latviya, 29 Sep 1963, p 2.  JPRS 22299

Chemical Industry in the Lithuanian SSR, by A. Ramanauskas, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Sovet Litva, 9 Oct 1963, p 1.  JPRS 22204

RUSSIAN, :n, Sovet Moldaviya, 15 Oct 1963, p 3.  JPRS 22118

RUSSIAN, np, Sovet Rossiya, 27 Sep 1963, p 2.  JPRS 22309

RUSSIAN, np, Sovet Rossiya, 23 Oct 1963, p 2.  JPRS 22408

RUSSIAN, np, Sovet Sibir, 18 Sep 1963, p 3.  JPRS 22392

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Sovet Torgovlya, No 9, 1963.

An Increase in the Production of Consumer Goods, 5 pp, (pp 3-5).

Progress of Trade Organizations in Four Years of the Seven Year Plan, by R. Lokshin, 10 pp, (pp 6-11).

Commodity Turnover and Public Demand for Assortment and Quality, by S. Grigor'yev, 6 pp, (pp 12-15).

Price Formation and Tax Structure of Commodities, by S. Turetskiy, 9 pp, (pp 16-21).

Widespread Adoption of Continuous Steel Casting is a Matter of Great Economic Importance, Based on Proceedings of the May 1963 All-Union Conference in the City of Gor'kii, by B. V. Fitilev, V. S. Rates, 19 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Stal', No 9, 1963, pp 769-772.  JPRS 22136

Cherepovets Metallurgical Plant Operates at a Profit, by G. S. Zel'tser, 12 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Stal', No 9, 1963, pp 841-844.  JPRS 22136
USSR
Economic (Contd)

Construction Equipment Displayed at Soviet Exhibit, 22 pp.

General-Purpose Machinery for the National Economy, by D. A. Rogovin, N. A. Sidorov, 12 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Stroiteli i Dorozhnye Mashiny, No 9, 1963, pp 1-5.

RUSSIAN, per, Sudostroyeniye, No 8, 1963, pp 75-77.

Manufactured Lamps With Incandescent Bulbs and Their Basic Characteristics, by Yu. B. Ayzenberg, Z. A. Solntseva, 10 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Svetutekhnik, No 9, 1963, pp 27-32.

New Rolling Mills and Metal Modeling, by I. Litvinenko, 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Tekh Molodezhi, No 8, 1963, pp 5, 6.

Unification and Standardization in Machine Tool Building, by L. Lifshits, 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Tekh Molodezhi, No 8, 1963, pp 6-8.

RUSSIAN, per, Teploenergetika, No 8, 1963, pp 83-85.

Conference on Standardization and Specialization in Tractor Industry at Kharkov, by V. A. Grigorov, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Traktory i Sel'khozmashiny, No 9, 1963, pp 1, 2.

Poor State of Affairs at a Particularly Important Construction Project, 5 pp.

Sixth Congress of the Machine Building Workers Union, by V. Antonov, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Trud, 26 Sep 1963, p 2.
USSR

Economic (Contd)


RUSSIAN, np, Turkmen Iskra, 11 Oct 1963, pp 1, 2.

Multioperation Unit-Head Lathe With Single Mechanical Drive and Explosive Action PV-1 Type Presses, 3 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Vystavka Dostizheniy Narodnogo Khozyaystva SSSR, No 9, 1963, pp 6, 19.

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Vest'Statistiki.

No 9, 1963.


No 10, 1963.

Population Developments in the Ukraine, by V. Krasheninnikov, 14 pp, (pp 16-26).


RSFSR Farm Equipment Problems, by A. Estrina, 8 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Voprosy Ekon, No 9, 1963, pp 96-102.
USSR
Economic (Contd)

The Automotive Industry During the Fifth Year of the Seven-Year Plan Period, by V. Selifonov, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Za Rulem, No 4, 1963, pp 8, 9. JPRS 22126

Developments at the Mogilev Tractor Plant, by
D. Rogovin, L. Voynich, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Za Rulem, No 6, 1963, pp 10, 11. JPRS 22057

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical
Zhleznodorzhn', Transport.

No 4, 1963.
A. Collaboration of the Socialist Countries in the Development of Transportation, by
V. S. Gavrillow, 7 pp, (pp 26-31). ACSI I-3406

B. Cooperation Interaction of Rail and Auto Transportation, by F. I. Shaul'skiy,
N. K. Sologub, 5 pp, (pp 31-34). ID 2246297


D. A Type of Dual-Supply Electric Locomotive, by B. V. Suslov, 6 pp, (pp 57-60).

E. Increasing the Productivity of the VL Electric Locomotive, by S. K. Grishchenko,
P. I. Bortsov, 5 pp, (pp 74-77).

No 6, 1963.
B. Important Problems Involved in Highly Productive Use of Rolling Stock on Extended Runs, by S. F. Nachuchenko, 8 pp, (pp 5-10).


Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Zhleznodorozhny Transport. (Contd)

No 6, 1963.

I. Switches on Reinforced Concrete Ties, by M. A. Frishman, 7 pp, (pp 49-52).

II. Express Trains on the October Railroads, by N. B. Gankin, V. A. Popov, 6 pp, (pp 69-73).

L. Complex Mechanization in the Repair of Diesel Locomotives, by A. I. Ivanov, B. V. Kovanev, 5 pp, (pp 73-76).


Giant Plans for the Waterways of the USSR, 5 pp. FINNISH, per, Sotilas Aikakauslehti, No 8, 1963, pp 348-351, OUSARMA, Helsingfors.


Political

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Kommunist.


The True Colors of Imperialist Diplomacy, by V. Israyelyan, 8 pp, (pp 124-127).
Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Kommunist. (Contd)

No 16, Nov 1963.
The CPSU Statutes and the Training of Communists, by Z. Serdyuk, 18 pp, (pp 13-25).


Russians Defend Their Peace Policy, Accuse West of Thermonuclear Militarism, by A. Galkin, 16 pp.


Communism -- The Invincible Force in Our Times, 5 pp.

For the Unity and Solidarity of the International Communist Movement, 17 pp.

Radio Peking Attacks on Soviet Union Criticized, by V. Kulikov, 5 pp.


Class Struggle on a World Scale, the Soviet-Chinese Dispute, by Hans Ostl, 11 pp.
Political (Contd)

SPANISH, np, Revolucion, 18 Aug 1963, p 6. JPRS 22035

Skeleton in the Closet -- An Anonymous View of What is Wrong With the Party, 5 pp.
SWEDISH, np, Ny Dag, 15 Oct 1963, pp 2, 5. JPRS 21944

Military

Notice to Mariners, 59 pp.

RUSSIAN, bk, Vozdushnyye Desanty vo Vtoroy Mirovoy Voiny, 1962, pp 3-45, 118-141. ACSI I-2824

Assisting the Primary Organizations of the DOSAAF, RUSSIAN, rpt, V Pomoshch' Pervichnym Organizatsiyam DOSAAF, 1956, pp 2-176. *ACSI I-3762

Every Sixth Person is a Parachutist, by S. Khrabrykh.
RUSSIAN, per, Krylya Rodiny, No 6, 1962. *ACSI I-3686

Man, A Friend to Man; Good Friendship, by P. Borbunov.
RUSSIAN, per, Krylya Rodiny, No 10, 1962. *ACSI I-3687

Items of Victory, by R. Berzin, V. Moyseyev.
RUSSIAN, per, Krylya Rodiny, No 6, 1963, pp 26, 27. *ACSI I-3776

Merry-Go-Round, by A. Sidorenko.
RUSSIAN, per, Krylya Rodiny, No 7, 1963, p 23. *ACSI I-3777

Radio Intercept at Sea and Countermeasures Against It, by V. I. Solov'yev, 13 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Morskoy Sbornik, No 10, 1963, pp 21-29. JPRS 22113

Sevastopol' Diary, by Andrey Ignatyevich Kovtun, 131 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Novyy Mir, No 8, 1963, pp 75-155. JPRS 22025

Amateur DOSAAF Radio Clubs, 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Radio, No 6, 1963, pp 1, 2. JPRS 22161

Amateur Radio in the Schools, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Radio, No 9, 1963, pp 3, 4. JPRS 22161
USSR
Military (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Russian Newspaper Sovet Patriot.

12 May 1963, p 2.
Rural DOSAAF Activities in Saratovskaya Oblast,
by G. Tomilin, 5 pp.

June Plenum Resolutions and DOSAAF Assignments,
by S. S. Shatilov, 10 pp.

DOSAAF Sports and Spartakiada Preparation, by
A. N. Skvortsov, 8 pp.

31 Jul 1963, pp 1, 2.
Resolutions of the June Plenum of the CC
of the CPSU and DOSAAF Assignments, 11 pp.

Individual Means of Protection, by A. Popov.
RUSSIAN, per, Voyennyye Znaniya, No 5, 1963,
pp 35, 36.

Military News.
ITALIAN, rpt, Notiziario Stati Estera, 10 Jul 1963,
pp 16, 17, 32, 38, 44, 45, 54-57, 65, 66, 73,
90-93, Encl to No 1 to IR 2850079163, OUSARMA, Italy.

SWEDISH, per, Aktuellt om Civilforsvar, No 9,

Geographic

Geological Exploration in Gold-Bearing Regions of Siberia.
RUSSIAN, bk, Geologicheskiya Issledovaniya v
Zolotonosnykh Oblastyakh Sibiri, Amursko-Primorskiy
Zolotonosnyy Rayon, 1913, pp 48-55, 156-192.

The Ust'Kanenogorsk Dam on the Irtysh River, 25 pp.
RUSSIAN, bk, Geologiya i Plotiny, 1959, pp 151-165.

The Northernmost Point, by V. P. Dunayev, 34 pp.
RUSSIAN, bk, Samyy Severnyy, 1960, pp 3-72.
RUSSIAN, bk, Tipy Mestnosti i Prirodnoye Rayonirovaniye Buryatskoy ASSR, Moscow, 1959, pp 6-39.

Characteristics of Types of Terrain the Mountainous Dry Steppe, by V. S. Preobrazhenskiy, N. V. Fadeyeva, 35 pp.
RUSSIAN, bk, Tipy Mestnosti i Prirodnoye Rayonirovaniye Buryatskoy ASSR, Moscow, 1959, pp 49-82. 9689625

RUSSIAN, per, Iz Ak Nauk SSSR, Ser Geograf, No 4, 1963, pp 23-34. 9689522

Sociological

The Triumph of Materialism and the Collapse of Bourgeois Philosophy, by P. Fedoseyev, 15 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist, No 16, Nov 1963, pp 37-47. JPRS 22314

An Approach to the Typology of Natural Language Semantics, by V. A. Moskovich, 8 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Nauch-Tekh Informat, No 8, 1963, pp 21-23. JPRS 22210

Biographic

Ioakim Romanovich Petrov, On His 70th Birthday, 8 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Patolog Fiz i Eksper Terapiya, Vol VII, No 5, Sep, Oct 1963, pp 3-8. JPRS 21937

How the Life of Academician L. D. Landau Was Saved, by N. I. Grashchenkov.
ECONOMIC

Selected Articles From the Bulgarian Periodical
Finansi i Kredit.

No 6, 1963.


No 7, 1963.

Fiscal Planning and Economic Incentives, by Georgi Petrov, 42 pp, (pp 46-65).


BULGARIAN, per, Izvestiya na Visshiya Institut za Narodno Stopanstvo Dimitur Blagoev, No 1, Jan-Mar 1963, pp 46-58.

The Role and Task of Finances in the Period up to 1980, by Stefan Markovich, 18 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Izvestiya na Visshiya Institut za Narodno Stopanstvo Dimitur Blagoev, No 2, Apr, Jun 1963, pp 53-68.

BULGARIAN, per, Izvestiya na Visshiya Institut za Narodno Stopanstvo Dimitur Blagoev, No 2, Apr, Jun 1963, pp 70-82.

BULGARIAN, per, Naruchnik na Agitatora, No 35, Sep 1963, pp 8-12.
Eastern Europe
Economic (Contd)


Agricultural Development in Bulgaria and Its Capitalist Neighbors, by Atanas Dimitrov, 19 pp. BULGARIAN, per, Selskostopanska Nauka, Vol II(8), No 7, Aug 1963, pp 871-877. JPRS 22196


Selected Articles From the Croatian Periodical Medunarodni Transport.


B. Financial Situation of the Yugoslav Railroads During the Past Year, (pp 417-419).
Eastern Europe
Economic (Contd)

Development and Results of Petroleum and Gas Exploration in Yugoslavia, by Vladimir Aksin, 9 pp.
CROATIAN, per, _Nafta_, Vol XIV, No 4, 1963, pp 117-123. JPRS 22178

CROATIAN, per, _Nafta_, Vol XIV, No 4, 1963, pp 135-141. JPRS 22178

A Remark on the Transport Problem, by Osvald Demuth, 7 pp.
CZECH, per, _Casopis pro Pestovani Matematiky_, Vol LXVIII, No 1, 1961, pp 103-110. ID 2210458

CZECH, per, _ Ceskoslovenske Snoje_, Vol VIII, No 4, 1963, pp 24-29. ACSI I-3604

Use of a Ground Aerosol Generator Against Potato Beetles, by Jan Dirlbeck, 13 pp.
CZECH, per, _Narodni Zemedelsky Casopis_, No 4, 1963, pp 27-31. JPRS 22196

Exchange of Experience Within the _Cze_, by Jaroslav Rosa, 11 pp.
CZECH, per, _Narodni Zemedelsky Casopis_, No 4, 1963, pp 71-74. JPRS 22511

Modernization of Mountain Roads, by Jaroslav Nosek.

Information on Highways in the Rumanian Peoples Republic, by J. Spurek.
CZECH, per, _Silniční Doprava_, No 8, 1963, pp 16-20. *ACSI I-3830-B ID 2253799

Concepts Concerning the Long Term Development of Highways and Local Communications.
CZECH, per, _Silniční Doprava_, No 9, 1963, pp 1-3. *ACSI I-3829 ID 2253798

Industrial Price Reform in the German Democratic Republic, by Siegfried Linder, 6 pp.
GERMAN, per, _Die Arbeit_, No 10, 1963, pp 32-35. JPRS 22284

GERMAN, per, _Aussenhandel und Innerdeutscher Handel_, No 10, 1963, pp 7-10. JPRS 22308

Trade With the Socialist Countries Insures Economic Growth, by Erwin Kerber, 7 pp.
GERMAN, per, _Aussenhandel und Innerdeutscher Handel_, No 10, 1963, pp 34-36. JPRS 22310
Eastern Europe

Economic (Contd)

Some New Tasks for Foreign Trade in the International Economic Cooperation of the CEMA Member Countries, by S. Wengler, 6 pp.

GERMAN, per, "Deutsche Finanzwirtschaft, No 17, Sep 1963, pp 51-56.

The Financial Funds of the VVBs, by Steinit, 10 pp.

Formation and Utilization of Financial Funds of the VVB, by Klaus Boetz, Walter Bernd, 7 pp.
GERMAN, per, "Deutsche Finanzwirtschaft, No 21, Nov 1963, pp 5-8.

The European Centex Network Connecting the Member Countries of the Organization for Socialist Communications, OSS, by Egon Fischer, 5 pp.

GERMAN, per, "Hlin-Zeitschrift, 1962, pp 103-108. (Eng Tr) Army Map Service


GERMAN, per, "Recht im Aussenhandel, 1963, No 10, pp 6, 7; No 11, pp 4-6.

The Objective Trend Toward Internationalization of Economic Life and the Development of Law, by Hans Spiller, 15 pp.
GERMAN, per, "Staat und Recht, No 7, 8, 1963, pp 1175-1193.
Eastern Europe
Economic (Contd)

GERMAN, per, Staat und Recht, No 7, 8, 1963, pp 1193-1214. JPRS 22310

Economic Levers and State Management in the German Democratic Republic, by Rainer Hahn, 14 pp.
GERMAN, per, Staat und Recht, No 9, 1963, pp 1444-1459. JPRS 22284

GERMAN, per, Die Technik, Vol XVIII, No 10, pp 645-651. JPRS 22164

Program of Socialist Rationalization of the East German Railroad System, by Wilhelm Zimmermann, 7 pp.

Growing Cooperation Raises the Benefit of International Socialist Division of Labor, by Karl Morgenstern, 13 pp.
GERMAN, per, Die Wirtschaft, 7 Oct 1963, pp 17, 18. JPRS 22201

GERMAN, per, Wirtschaftswissenschaft, Vol XI, No 4, 1963, pp 544-561. JPRS 22350

GERMAN, per, Wirtschaftswissenschaft, Vol XI, No 10, 1963, pp 1628-1638. JPRS 22168

GERMAN, per, Wirtschaftswissenschaft, Vol XI, No 10, 1963, pp 1677-1680. JPRS 22168

Electrification of the Railroads of the OSSH Members, 6 pp.
GERMAN, per, Z der Organisation fuer die Zusammenarbeit der Eisenbahnen, Vol VI, No 4, Jul, Aug 1963, pp 1, 2. JPRS 22111

Mechanization and Automation of Administrative Work of the Polish State Railways, by Jerzy Wyrzykowski, 8 pp.
GERMAN, per, Z der Organisation fuer die Zusammenarbeit der Eisenbahnen, Vol VI, No 4, Jul, Aug 1963, pp 18-20. JPRS 22111
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Economic (Contd)

Information on OSSHD Commission Work, 7 pp.
GERMAN, per, Z der Organisation fuer die Zusammenarbeit

Geodetic Work in Hungary, by E. Gegoczi, 10 pp.
HUNGARIAN, per, Acta Technica Scientiarum Hungaricae,
Vol XVIII, No 1, 2, 1957, pp 103-115.

Current Tasks of Production Development in the Tele-
communications Industry, by Istvan Vig, 27 pp.
HUNGARIAN, per, Finnmechanika, Vol II, No 9, 1963,
pp 273-283.

Some Major Research Trends and Results in Developing
the Processing of Aluminum, by Andras Domony, 19 pp.
HUNGARIAN, per, Kohaszati Lapok, Vol XCVI, No 8, 1963,
pp 349-356.

Major Trends in the Development of the Hungarian
Chemical Industry and International Distribution of
HUNGARIAN, per, Koazgazdasagi Szemle, Vol X, No 9, 1963,
pp 1112-1119.

CEMA Countries' Trade With Advanced Capitalist
Countries and Economically Underdeveloped Nations,
by Gyorgy Tallos, 17 pp.
HUNGARIAN, per, Koazgazdasagi Szemle, Vol X, No 10,
1963, pp 1129-1145.

Experiences in the Preparation of Policy Plans for
HUNGARIAN, per, Koazgazdasagi Szemle, Vol X, No 10,
1963, pp 1195-1208.

Transport System of the German Democratic Republic,
by Heinz Kleinert, 21 pp.
HUNGARIAN, per, Koazlekedesi Kozlony, Vol XIX, 1963,
pp 294-299. (Call No HE247.G K88, Eng Tr)

Experiences of the Reorganization of Automotive
Transportation, by Jeno Lender, 24 pp.
HUNGARIAN, per, Koazlekedesi Kozlony, Vol XIX, No 35,
1 Sep 1963, pp 588-594.

Several Questions of Research Problems in the
Synthetic Materials Industry of Hungary, by Gyula Hardy,
8 pp.
HUNGARIAN, per, Magyar Kemikusok Lapja, Vol XVIII,
No 7, 1963, pp 297-300.
Eastern Europe

Economic (Contd)

The First Section of the Berente Chemical Works Has Begun Production, by Zoltan Holnar, 7 pp.

Touristic Waters of Poland, by Bronislaw Jastrzobski, 568 pp.
POLISH, bk, Turystyczne Szlaki Wodne Polski, 1960, pp 1-782.

The System of Economic Incentives in Socialist Economy, by Bronislaw Blass, 42 pp.
POLISH, per, Ekonomista, No 5, 1963, pp 887-904.

POLISH, per, Energetyka, No 9, 1963, pp 260-266.


The Friendship Oil Pipeline and Petrochemistry, by Bronislaw Iwan, 10 pp.
POLISH, per, Nowe Drogi, No 11, 1963, pp 8-17.

The First Polish 400-KV Overhead Transmission Line From Mikulowa to Joachimow, by Jerzy Majewski,
Adam Traczewski, 12 pp.

Technical Progress and Prospects for Development of the Polish State Railways, by A. Kremieniecki,
20 pp.

Perspective Development of Public Telecommunication Equipment in Poland up to 1980, by Alfred Osmycki,
21 pp.

POLISH, per, Technika i Gospodarka Morska, No 7, 8, 1963, pp 215-217.
Eastern Europe

Economic (Contd)

POLISH, per, Technika i Gospodarka Morska, No 7, 8, 1963, pp 244-247. JPRS 22018

POLISH, per, Wiadomosci Gornicze, No 9, 1963, pp 268-273. JPRS 22178

Selected Articles From the Polish Periodical Wiadomosci Narodowego Banku Polskiego, No 9, 1963.

The Bank and the Problem of Quality Production, by Stanislaw Sopinski, 11 pp, (pp 340-344). JPRS 22163


Credit Assistance for Neglected Farms, by Czeslaw Wojdan, 9 pp, (pp 352-355). JPRS 22183

Functional Credit Plans, by Stanislaw Zakrecki, 10 pp, (pp 355-358). JPRS 22163

The Status of Reserves in the Socialized Economy for the First Half of 1963, 6 pp, (pp 362-364). JPRS 22163

Cottage Industries Plan Developed, by Stanislaw Sopinski, 5 pp.
POLISH, np, Zycie Gospodarcze, No 41, 13 Oct 1963, p 3. JPRS 22094

Contribution of the Trade Sector to Raising the Quality of Merchandise, by St. Enache, 11 pp.
RUMANIAN, np, Comertul Socialist, Vol VIII, No 43(420), 27 Oct 1963, pp 1, 4. JPRS 22200

RUMANIAN, per, Energetica, No 8, 1963, pp 401, 403-406, 415. JPRS 22079

RUMANIAN, per, Finante si Credit, No 9, 1963, pp 3-15. JPRS 22094

RUMANIAN, per, Lupta de Clasa, No 10, 1963, pp 27-38. JPRS 22416
Eastern Europe
Economic (Contd)

Metallurgy -- A Decisive Industry Branch, by
I. Marinescu, 8 pp.
RUMANIAN, per, Metalurgia, Vol XV, No 4, 1963,
pp 289-291. JPRS 22079

Automation Problems in Refineries, by A. Dragut,
RUMANIAN, per, Petrol si Caze, Vol XIV, No 9,
1963, pp 438-442. JPRS 22079

Problems of Raising Labor Productivity in the
RUMANIAN, per, Probleme Economice, Vol XVI, No 10, 1963,
pp 17-28. JPRS 22164

The Invention and Innovation Movement in Rumania,
by Octavian Ciulea, 33 pp.
RUMANIAN, per, Probleme Economice, Vol XVI, No 10,
1963, pp 80-94. JPRS 22414

Conclusions on the Formation of Wholesale Prices,
by V. Modoran, St. Arsene, 42 pp.
RUMANIAN, per, Probleme Economice, Vol XVI, No 10,
1963, pp 95-112. JPRS 22414

Selected Articles From the Rumanian Periodical
Viata Economica.

No 1, 1963, p 11.
Pseudotheories Which Attempt to Deprive
Industrialization of Its Essence, by
Costin Murgescu, 7 pp. JPRS 22308

No 7, 1963, pp 4, 5.
Survey of the Wood Processing Industry, by
F. Kernweiss, P. Suciu, et al, 15 pp. JPRS 22008

No 8, 1963, pp 10, 11.
Efficient Fulfillment of Investment Plans, by
Tiberiu Horbath, 5 pp. JPRS 22021

No 9, 1963, pp 8, 9.
Advanced Technology in the Machine-Building
JPRS 22357

Production Forces and Resources of Communism,
by Bosko Kitaljevic, 15 pp.
SERBO-CROATIAN, per, Nasastvarnost, No 10, 1963,
pp 385-395. JPRS 22307
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Political


Radio Towers in the German Democratic Republic,
GERMAN, rpt, *Technische Mitteilungen des RFZ*, 1963, pp 81-91. (Eng Tr)

Second Implementing Regulation Pertaining to the
GERMAN, per, Gesetzblatt der Deutschen Demokratischen
Republik, Part II, No 87, 2 Oct 1963, pp 691-693.

Zurich Daily Analyzes Recent Chinese Statement on
Difference with CPSU on War and Peace, 5 pp.

Speech by Ulbricht to Last German FDGB Congress,
by Walter Ulbricht, 29 pp.

Military

Modern Requirements in Defense Training, by
Vilko Gatov, 15 pp.

Working With Recollections of World War II, by
Stanislav Zamecnik.

History of the American Army -- Its Traditions and
Military Heritage, by Jaroslav Kucera.

The 10-54/20 U Parachute.

Nuclear Weapons and Their Effect, by Kurt Langhans.
GERMAN, bk.

Protective Training.
Eastern Europe
Military (Contd)

Collective Defense Means.

The Significance of Overseas Supply in War, by Kurt Pausch, 11 pp.
GERMAN, per, Truppenpraxis, No 7, 1962, pp 561-567. Navy Tr 3649 ONI 962

The German Standard Tank Passes the Test, 8 pp.
GERMAN, per, Wehr und Wirtschaft, No 7, 1963, pp 263-265. (Eng Tr) Army Map Service

Military Uses of Infrared Techniques, by Lorincz Istvan, 70 pp.
HUNGARIAN, rpt, Az Infravoros Technika Katonai Alkalmazasa, ACSI I-2791 Budapest, 1962, 127 pp, Encl to 2843001163. ID 2228154

Maintenance of Fire Fighting Equipment in Rumania, 3 pp.
RUMANIAN, per, Paza Contra Incendiilor, Vol XV, No 8, 1963, pp 4-6. JPRS 22003

Sociological

Central Union of Producers Cooperatives, 9 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Durzhaven Vestnik, No 89, 15 Nov 1963, pp 2, 3. JPRS 22307

BULGARIAN, per, Narodna Prosvota, No 10, 1963, pp 87-92. JPRS 22020

CROATIAN, per, Arhiv za Pravne i Dristvone Nauke, No 3, Jul, Sep 1963, pp 321-343. JPRS 22020

Biographic

SERBIAN, rpt, 1956, pp 1-150. JPRS 22131
DANISH, per, Ingeniron, No 5, 15 May 1963,
Appendices I-X, pp 3-11, 15-54, 63-66, OUSARMA, Denmark. ID 2826013063

Replacement of the Finnish Government Railroad's Rolling Stock is Taking Place Rapidly.
FINNISH, per, Rautatie Liikenne, No 2, 1963, pp 83-88, OUSARMA, Helsinki. ID 2831020263

Railroad Construction and Development Information.
FINNISH, per, Rautatie Liikenne, No 2, 1963,
pp 103-105, OUSARMA, Helsinki. ID 2831020263

Number of Diesel Engines Have Increased Since 1962.
FINNISH, per, Rautatie Liikenne, No 2, 1963,
pp 116,117, OUSARMA, Helsinki. ID 28310?0263

National Control in the Renault Factories and Its Belgian One, 6 pp.
FRENCH, per, Bruxelles et le Brabant, No 6, 1963,
p 21. (Call No HC3 II A26 Jun 1963, Eng Tr) Army Map Service

The Assembly Plant of the Old Jeteren Brothers Incorporated, 7 pp.
FRENCH, per, Bruxelles et le Brabant, No 6, 1963,
pp 22, 23. (Call No HC3 II A26 Jun 1963, Eng Tr) Army Map Service

GERMAN, np, Neue Zuercher Zeitung, 1, 3, 5, 14 Sep 1963. JPRS 22070

The Vanguard of the West German Working Class, by P. Naumov, I. Moryganov, 14 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist, No 16, Nov 1963, pp 90-99. JPRS 22314

A Glance at Finland's Power Supply, by Rauno Linkama, 8 pp.
SWEDISH, per, Kraft Och Ljus, No 4, 1963, pp 102, 104-107. ACSI I-3586 ID 2250306
Western Europe
Political

Danish Communist Organ Praises Soviet Peaceful Coexistence Policy, 9 pp.
DANISH, per, Tiden, No 6, 1963, pp 205-211. JPRS 22368

Speech of Paul de Groot on Differences in World Communist Movement, 15 pp.
DUTCH, np, de Waarheid, 19 Jul 1963, pp 1, 3. JPRS 22029

Political Bureau Member Feix Answers Chinese Criticism of French Communist Party, by Leon Feix, 5 pp.
FRENCH, np, L'Humanite, 19 Nov 1963, pp 1, 3. JPRS 22262

French Communist Party Central Committee Meeting of 5, 6 October Analyzed by Trotskyite Monthly, by Lepeo, 6 pp.
FRENCH, np, L'Internationale, No 16, Nov 1963, p 3. JPRS 22262


Revisionism in the Communist Party of Austria, 18 pp.
GERMAN, per, Die Rote Fahne, Vol I, No 1, 5 Oct 1963, pp 1-20. JPRS 22293

ITALIAN, per, Mondo Nuovo, No 33, 24 Nov 1963, pp 6, 7. JPRS 22368

Socialist Vasconi Analyzes Italian Communist Stand on Sino-Soviet Dispute, Says PCI Is Neither Pro-CPSU Nor Anti-CCP, by Luciano Vasconi, 6 pp.
ITALIAN, per, Operaio, No 10, 1963, pp 7-10. JPRS 22428

Relationship of the Norwegian Communist Party To the International Communist Movement, 9 pp.
NORWEGIAN, np, Friheten, 23 Nov 1963, p 4; 29 Nov 1963, pp 10, 12. JPRS 22428

RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist, No 15, Oct 1963, pp 124-127. JPRS 21944
Western Europe

Political (Contd)

The West German Communist Party KPD Today, by
P. Naumov, I. Moryganov, 14 pp.

A Reply by Gunnar Ohman, by Gunnar Ohman, 5 pp.

Erik Karlsson Analyzes the Situation in the Communist
World for Swedish Readers, by Erik Karlsson, 14 pp.

Urban Karlsson on Problems of Propaganda Dissemination,
by Urban Karlsson, 7 pp.

Military

Information Service in General, and Its Organization
in Larger Unit Headquarters During Maneuvers, 5 pp.
FINNISH, per, Sotilas Aikakauslehti, No 8, 1963,
pp 324-327, OUSARMA, Helsinki, Finland.

Signal Communications, 6 pp.
FRENCH, rpt, les Transmissions, pp 14-20, Encl to
R-246-55, OUSARMA, France.

Inter-Service Force Brigades, by L. Dullin, 6 pp.
FRENCH, per, Revue Militaire d'Information, No 345,
Jan 1963, pp 51-55.

FRENCH, per, Revue Militaire d'Information, No 345,
Jan 1963, pp 57-63.

FRENCH, per, Revue Militaire d'Information, 1963,
pp 67-69. (Eng Tr)

Charts on West German Chemical Units, 14 pp.
GERMAN, rpt, 1962, 6 pp.

Hundred Years of the Swiss Engineering Workshop and
the Swiss Ammunition Factory in Thun, by Hermann Hofmann,
14 pp.
GERMAN, per, Allgemeine Schweizerische Militarzeitschrift,
No 7, 1963, pp 382-386. (Call No IU .A43.1963, No 7,
Eng Tr)
Western Europe

**Military** (Contd)


GERMAN, per, Allgemeine Schweizerische Militärzeitsschrift, No 9, 1963, p 530. (Call No US AM 1963, No 9, Eng Tr) Army Map Service

Large Combat-Pocket Bag Webbing for Carrying the Rifle Grenade.

GERMAN, per, Ministerialblatt des Bundesministers der Verteidigung, No 21, 1 Sep 1963. *ACSI 1-3867-A ID 2253808

Decree of the Bundeswehr Concerning Wearing of Uniforms, Wearing of Now Pieces of Uniform Issue.

GERMAN, per, Ministerialblatt des Bundesministers der Verteidigung, No 21, 1 Sep 1963. *ACSI 1-3867-B ID 2253808

Will There Be a Europa Transport Helicopter.

GERMAN, per, Wehr und Wirtschaft, No 11, 1962, pp 514-516. *ACSI 1-3899 ID 2253811

Industrial Defense Plan, 97 pp.

NORWEGIAN, bk, Industrivernplan, 1953, 118 pp. ACSI I-3254 ID 2244425

Field Tests Concerning the Dissemination of Gas and Aerosol Clouds, by B. Wedin, B. Aurivillius.


Field Tests Concerning the Dissemination of Gas and Aerosol Clouds Part II: Discussion of Methods, by B. Wedin, B. Aurivillius, et al.


Field Tests Concerning the Dissemination of Gas and Aerosol Clouds Part VI: Kvartorp.

SWEDISH, rpt, Fältforsok Rörande Gas - Och Aerosolmolns Utbredning Del VI Kvartorp, Mar 1962, pp 2-105, Encl No 5 to TR 2892002963, ARM, Sweden. *ACSI I-3815-E ID 2228075
Western Europe

Geographic

DUTCH, per, Geodesia, 1963, pp 209-212. (Eng Tr) Army Map Service

Cartographic Drafting Instructions for the Preparation of the Base Map, 26 pp.
FINNISH, rpt, Kuvausteknilliset Ohjeet Peruskartan Laitimista Varten, Helsinki, 17 pp. (Eng Tr) Army Map Service

Sociological

Camargue, by Michel Droit, 196 pp.
FRENCH, bk. Rand McNally

GERMAN, rpt, Drucksache IV/896 Entwurf Eines Gesetzes Uber Bauliche Massnahmen zum Schutz der Zivilbevölkerung, Schutzbaugesetz, 14 Jan 1963, pp 2-33. ACSI I-2418 ID 2229445

GERMAN, per, Geographica Helvetica, Vol XVII, No 4, 1962, pp 257-273. (Call No G1 G27 V17 No 4, Eng Tr) Army Map Service

SPANISH, rpt, Accion Cultural Popular y Los Grandes Problemas de la America Latina y de Colombia, pp 11-18. ACSI I-3688 ID 2251746

SWEDISH, per, Finsk Kommunaltidskrift, pp 229-231. ACSI I-3318-B ID 2246278

AFRICA

Economic

Senegal on the Way Toward Economic Growth, 10 pp.
FRENCH, per, Europe France Outremer, No 374, Jan 1961, pp 7-12. (Call No JV 1801 E86 V374, Eng Tr) Army Map Service
Africa
Political

General Texts by Kingdom of Morocco, 8 pp.
FRENCH, per, Bulletin Officiel, Part I, No 2643, 1963, pp 1023-1025. (Call No J8 18 1093, Eng Tr) Army Map Service

Nasser, Ben Bella and the Fine Distinction, the Two Brands of African Socialism, by Peter Meyer-Ranke, 5 pp.
GERMAN, np, Die Welt, 2 Nov 1963. JPRS 22361

RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist, No 10, Nov 1963, pp 110-120. JPRS 22314

Geographic

Selected Articles From the French Periodical
Revue de Geographie du Maroc, Notes Marocaines, No 1, 2, 1962. *ACSI I-3571
*ACSI I-3571

A. Mapping for Applied Geography, Physical Geography and Vegetal Ecology, by F. Ruellan.

B. Reflections on Cartography in Geography, by P. Joly.

C. Geotechnical Maps, Certain Principles in Their Preparation, by M. Humbert, A. Jeannette.

D. Types of Vegetation in Morocco, Suggestions for Nomenclature and Definitions, by T. Ionesco, Ch. Sauvage.

E. Some Applications of Physical Geography Data to the Study of Vegetal Ecology, by A. Pujos.

F. Geography and Agrarian Research; Geography and Regional Development, by J. Le Coz.

G. Regional Planning in Morocco, an Analysis of the Geographic Factors, by A. Assouline.


Description of the Spanish Sahara, by Musafir, 5 pp.
SPANISH, per, Sahara, No 19-21, p 7. JPRS 22356
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Africa

Sociological

FRENCH, per, Revue de Geographie du Maroc, Notes Marocainos, No 1, 2, 1962.

MIDDLE EAST

Economic

1,331,626-Guinea Year in War Plants' Production, 5 pp.

Pipelines in the Province of Syria, by Youssef Helbacui, 13 pp.
FRENCH, rpt, Les pipe-Lines dans la Province Syrienne, Syria, 1961, 12 pp. (Call No 2247245, Attachment to IR 2891013563, Eng Tr)

Army Map Service

National Labor Federation, 6 pp.

Symposium on Water Project, 32 pp.
HEBREW, np, Haaretz, 1 Nov 1963, pp 9, 11, 19.

Renewal of the Collective Labor Agreements, by Pinhas Tubin, 6 pp.

Nahal Soreq Plant Highly Exploited, by Itshar Portnow, 5 pp.


Activities of the Israeli Institute of Technology, 97 pp.
HEBREW, per, Yedi'ot Ha'atikvah, No 64, Sep 1963, pp 5-42.
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Middle East Political

ARABIC, per, al-Sharq, Oct 1963, pp 25, 67, 73. JPRS 22239

Ministry of Rural and Urban Affairs' Projects in Districts and Sub-Districts of Mosul, 6 pp.
ARABIC, np, el-Jamaheer, 19 Oct 1963, pp 2, 3. JPRS 22239

Accomplishments of the Ministry of Rural and Urban Affairs in Baghdad During the Months of the Revolution, 5 pp.
ARABIC, np, el-Jamaheer, 26 Oct 1963, pp 2, 3. JPRS 22239

Statement of the Sixth National Congress of the Arab Socialist Ba'ath Party, 8 pp.
ARABIC, np, el-Jamaheer, 29 Oct 1963, pp 1, 5. JPRS 22239

FRENCH, rpt, Publication du Protocole Annexe a l'Accord de Collaboration Economique et Technique Entre le Gouvernement de la Republique Arabe Unie, Province Syrienne et le Gouvernement de l'Union des Republiques Soviétiques Socialistes, 27 Sep 1960, Encl No 2 to TR 2891017653, OUSARMA, Syria. ACSI I-3704

HEBREW, np, Davar, 7 Oct 1963, p 9. JPRS 22239

Storm Over Salinity of National Carrier Waters, by David Moshiyov, 7 pp.
HEBREW, np, Davar, 24 Oct 1963, p 4. JPRS 22030

Geographic

Haifa Port, by Y. Shahaf, 5 pp.
HEBREW, np, Haaretz, 1 Nov 1963, p 12. JPRS 22256
Middle East

Sociological

Internal Rejuvenation Versus the External Challenges, by Mordechai Nesicho, 15 pp.


People of South Asia, India, Pakistan, Nepal, Sikkim, Ceylon and the Maldives Islands.

Biographic

Professor E. D. Bergmann Turned 60, by Alex Cohen, 5 pp.

PAR EAST

Economic

Selected Articles From the Chinese Periodical Ching-chi Yen-chiu, No 9, 1963.
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Far East
Economic (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Chinese Periodical
Chung-kuo Ch'ing-kung-yeh, No 7, 1963.

Light Industry Strengthens Quality Inspection,
10 pp, (pp 3-5).

Consumer Rejection of Shaoyang Shih Light Industry
Products Transformed Into Welcome, by Wang Chin-chien,
8 pp, (pp 7-9).

Provinces Direct Transportation of Raw Salt, by
Hsiao Chung-p'ing, 7 pp, (pp 15, 16).

Kiangsu Reorganizes Statistical Work of Light

Variety Distribution in Vegetable Production, by
Wang T'ung-ch'eng, 12 pp.
CHINESE, per, Chung-kuo Nung-pao, No 12, 1962, pp 10-16.

Survey of Cotton Growing Experiences in the Early
Maturing Cotton Belt of North China, by Shu Lien-ying,
23 pp.
CHINESE, per, Chung-kuo Nung-pao, No 1, 1963, pp 7-11.

Development and Research Associated With High-Speed,
High-Power Diesel Engines, by Hsiung Lin, 29 pp.
CHINESE, per, Chung-kuo Tsao-ch'uan, No 1, 1963,
pp 44-57.

Understand and Apply the Laws of Nature in Production
Struggle and Scientific Experimentation, by Kan Tzu-yu,
9 pp.

Post and Telegraph Employees Urg. Aid Agriculture,
9 pp.
CHINESE, per, Jen-min Yu-tien, 28 Dec 1962, pp 401, 402.

Thirteenth National Conference of Post and Telegraph
Work, 16 pp.

Strengthen Research and Practice of Chemical Engineering
for the Service of Socialist Construction, by
Wang Chia-ting, Ch'en Fu, 10 pp.
CHINESE, per, K'o-hsueh T'ung-pao, No 8, 1963, pp 10-14.

Gas Chromatography for the Study of Surface Catalysis
and Catalytic Reactors, by Chang Su, Lou Nan-ch'uan, 5 pp.
CHINESE, per, K'o-hsueh T'ung-pao, No 8, 1963, pp 28-44.
Far East
Economic (Contd)

Insist on Labor and Consummate Our Work, by Ts'ao Kung, 5 pp.

China is Recovering, by Robert Guillain, 5 pp.

The Railways of China, by Hans Sparkuhle, 9 pp.
GERMAN, per, Die Bundesbahn, 1963, pp 177-179. (Eng Tr)

(Call No TF 3 084 V 4, No 4, Eng Tr)

Telecommunications, by Kenjiro Kurosaki, 14 pp.
JAPANESE, per, Sekaihitsu no Nippon no Donwa, No 3, 1963, pp 57-64. (Eng Tr)


Highly Productive Light Fishing Implements, by Tungeo Susan Yongu-o, 7 pp.
KOREAN, per, Choson Susan, No 8, 1963, pp 11-15.

KOREAN, per, Konchuk Kwa Konsol, No 9, 1963, pp 17-33.

KOREAN, per, Kulloja, No 16, Aug 1963, pp 8-14.

The Anju Mine Under a New Management System, by Chang Tong-yon, 8 pp.

Preparing Production Plans at Local Industry Plants, by Kim Yong-hak, 6 pp.
Economic (Contd)

Agricultural Centers in North Korea, 6 pp.
KOREAN, per, Kyongje Chisik, No 8, 1963, pp 42-44. JPRS 21936

KOREAN, per, Kyongje Yongu, No 2, Jun 1963, pp 9-14. JPRS 21936

More Meat, Eggs and Milk, by Im Ch'ul-ho, 5 pp.
KOREAN, np, Minchu Chosun, 21 Sep 1963, pp 2, 3. JPRS 22330

KOREAN, np, Minchu Chosun, 24 Sep 1963, p 2; 25 Sep 1963, p 2; 27 Sep 1963, p 2. JPRS 22330

Wage Classification System and Its Application, by Hong Chong-kol, 5 pp.
KOREAN, np, Minju Choson, 17 Oct 1963, p 2. JPRS 22236

KOREAN, np, Nodong Sinmun, 17 Sep 1963, p 1. JPRS 22330

KOREAN, np, Nodong Sinmun, Vol CCXCV, 22 Oct 1963, pp 2, 3. JPRS 22236

KOREAN, np, Nodong Sinmun, Vol CCXCVII, 24 Oct 1963, p 2. JPRS 22236

For the Continued Rapid Expansion of the Machine Tool Industry, 6 pp.
KOREAN, np, Nodongja Sinmun, Vol CCXXXV, 3 Oct 1963, pp 2, 3. JPRS 22236

Strengthening Labor Class Support of Agricultural Expansion, 5 pp.
KOREAN, np, Nodongja Sinmun, Vol CCXLV, 15 Oct 1963, p 2. JPRS 22236

MONGOLIAN, per, Namyn Am'dral, No 8, 1963, pp 3-9. JPRS 22152

Business Accounting at Kolhazes and Sovkhozes, 20 pp.
MONGOLIAN, per, Namyn Am'dral, No 8, 1963, pp 70-80. JPRS 22152
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Far East
Economic (Cont'd)


Utilization of Resources in the Far East, by A. Verevkin, 8 pp. RUSSIAN, per. Plan Khoz, No 9, 1963, pp 72-76. JPRS 22106

Let Us Concentrate Our Strength to Firmly Settle the Food Problem, by Pham Hung, 21 pp. VIETNAMESE, per. Hoc Tan, No 10, 1963. JPRS 22411

Selected Articles From the Vietnamese Newspaper Nhan Dan.


Practise Diligence and Thrift in Building Stronger Cooperatives, by Vu Dung, 5 pp, (p 2).

16 Sep 1963, 16 Sep, p 2; 19 Sep, p 2. Improvement and Expansion of Agricultural Production, by Le Dien, 7 pp. JPRS 22041

19 Sep 1963, p 2. Organizing Units to Work on Irrigation Projects in Agricultural Cooperatives, 6 pp. JPRS 22039

1963, 20 Sep, p 2; 21 Sep, p 3. Develop the Collective Economy of the Cooperative, by Nguyen Huu Khieu, 8 pp. JPRS 22039


29 Sep 1963, p 2. Organization and Technique of Collective Hog Breeding, by Tran Van Ha, 10 pp. JPRS 22255

30 Sep 1963, p 3. Changes in the Laokay Apatite Mine, by Tran Dung Tien, 6 pp. JPRS 22255

Far East

Economic (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Vietnamese Newspaper
Nhan Dan. (Contd)

Poor Collective Hog Raising in Phu Tho, by
Phan Vinh, 6 pp.

Extraordinary Achievements in Coal Production,
by Anh Vu, 5 pp.

To Stop Up the Production of Root Crops, by
Duong Hong Hien, 6 pp, (p 2).

Crop Rotation and Augmentation Help Increase
Agricultural Output, by Bui Huy Dap, 11 pp,
(p 2).

To Raise the Revolutionary Determination and
To Overcome Difficulties Bravely, by Ha Hoa, 5 pp,
(p 3).

5, 6 Nov 1963, pp 2, 3.
Council of Ministers Resolution on Campaign to
Achieve Socialist Economy, 32 pp.

Political

North Korea as Seen by a Delegation From Communist
China, by Liu Yu-min, 6 pp.
CHINESE, per, Chien-chu Hsueh-pao, No 8, 1963,
pp 1-3.

Regulations on the Election of People's Congress on
Various Levels in the Tibet Autonomous Region, 19 pp.
CHINESE, per, Chung-hua Jen-min Kung-ho-kuo Ch'uan-kuo
Jen-min Tai-pian Ta-hui Chi'ang-wu Wei-yuan-hui Kung-pao,

Unless We Win the Peasants We May Lose the Revolution,
by Wei Ken-po, 6 pp.
CHINESE, per, Hung-ch'i, No 18, 1963.

Lenin and Stalin on the Road of the October Revolution,
by Shih Tung-hsiang, 19 pp.
CHINESE, per, Hung-ch'i, No 21, 7 Nov 1963, pp 1-12.
Far East
Political (Contd)

CHINESE, per, Hsing-ch'i, No 21, 1963, pp 13-22. JPRS 22177

CHINESE, per, Jen-min Shou-te', Oct 1963, pp 200-204. JPRS 22088

CHINESE, per, Min-tzu i-hua-pao, No 9, 1963, pp 10, 11. JPRS 21935

GERMAN, np, Neue Zuercher Zeitung, 27 Oct 1963, p 3. JPRS 22078

Selected Articles From the Indonesian Newspaper Harian Rakjat.

The Role of the Intelligentsia in the Indonesian Revolution, by Jusuf Adjitorop, 7 pp. JPRS 22167

The Head of the Communist Party of Indonesia Advocates Confrontation With Malaysia, 5 pp. JPRS 22167

Indonesian Communist Reviews the Position in Southeast Asia, by Zain Nasution, 5 pp. JPRS 22167

2, 4 Nov 1963, p 2.
Hold High the Banner of Anti-Imperialism for the Success of the WFDY Meeting, 9 pp. JPRS 22242

4 Nov 1963, p 3.
Resolutions of the Preparatory Session of the Asian-African Labor Conference, 5 pp. JPRS 22242

Communist China in Berne, 6 pp.
ITALIAN, per, Specchio, No 8, 25 Aug 1963, OUSARMA, Italy. ID 2850063863

JAPANESE, per, Tairiku Mondai, Vol XII, No 7, 1963, pp 46-52. (Call No Vol 12, No 7, 1963, Eng Tr) Army Map Service
Selected Articles From the Korean Periodical Kulloja.

Revolution and Reform, by Ch'oe Pyong-jin, 6 pp.

No 17, 5 Sep 1963.
The First Fifteen Years of the Korean Democratic People's Republic, 13 pp, (pp 2-11).

Political and Moral Unity, by Li Hyong-wu, 6 pp.
KORIAN, np, Minch'u Chosun, 6 Sep 1963, pp 2, 3.

Accomplishments of the Workers Party, 6 pp.
KORIAN, np, Minju Choson, 10 Oct 1963, p 1.

Selected Articles From the Korean Newspaper Nodong Sinmun.

7 Sep 1963.
The Party Calls for a New Action, 14 pp, (p 1).

Indefeasibility of the Politically Righteous Unification of the Korean People, by Kim Kyong-in, 12 pp, (pp 2, 3).

18 Sep 1963, p 2.
Strengthen the Party Leadership in the Consumer Industry, by Han Ung-wha, 6 pp.

20 Sep 1963, pp 5, 6.

27 Sep 1963, pp 2, 3.

Far East
Political (Contd)

To Make the Use of the Press for Criticism, by O. Byambajab, 6 pp.
MONGOLIAN, per, Namyn Am'dral, No 8, 1963, pp 30-32. JPRS 22152

MONGOLIAN, per, Namyn Am'dral, No 8, 1963, pp 61-69. JPRS 22152

New Courses at the Mongolian Communist Party Institute, 8 pp.
MONGOLIAN, np, Unen, 26 Oct 1963, p 1. JPRS 22428

RUSSIAN, bk, Gosudarstvennyy Stroy Demokratischeskoy Respubliki Vietnam, Moscow, 1963, pp 1-88. JPRS 22138

Views on Struggle Against Petty Bourgeois Ideology Among Our Cadre, by Hoang Minh Thi, 13 pp.
VIETNAMESE, per, Hoc Tan, No 10, 1963. JPRS 22411

Selected Articles From the Vietnamese Newspaper Nhan Dan.

13 Sep 1963, p 2. Group Study as a Means to Implementing the Resolutions of the Eighth Plenary Session, 5 pp. JPRS 22039

14 Sep 1963, p 3. Stronger Political Motivation in Scientific Research Work, by Quang Dam, 12 pp. JPRS 22039


28 Sep 1963, p 3; 29 Sep 1963, p 3. The Ideological Aspect of the Campaign Three-Build Up, Three-Opposition, by Chi Cong, 8 pp. JPRS 22260
Far east

Military

Army Regulation Regards, Army Uniforms and the Wearing of Army Uniforms R.E. 2505.
THAI, p/t, 29 Jun 1963, pp 1-23, 25-142, Encl to IR 2095063363.

Men and Weapons, by Hoang Van Thai, 24 pp.
VIETNAMESE, per, Hoa Tap, No 9, 1963, pp 27-36.

Problems in Combat Training, by Hoang Van Thai, 10 pp.
VIETNAMESE, np, Quan Doi Nhan Dan, 5 Sep 1963, pp 1, 2.

Soldier Ideological Shift Needed for Left Bank Military Area, by Nguyen Quyet, 6 pp.
VIETNAMESE, np, Quan Doi Nhan Dan, 17 Sep 1963, p 2.

Relationship Between the Campaign for Building Up Our Militia and Other Movements, 5 pp.
VIETNAMESE, np, Quan Doi Nhan Dan, 21 Sep 1963, p 2.

Geographic

Natural Regions of the Mongolian People's Republic, by Sh. Tsegmid, 10 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Iz Ak Nauk SSSR, No 5, Sep, Oct, 1962, pp 34-41.

RUSSIAN, per, Iz Ak Nauk SSSR, No 5, 1962, pp 111-118.

Sociological

Selected Articles From the Chinese Periodical Chung-kuo hu-mu.

No 10, 1963.
What Women Should Live for in Communist China, 10 pp, (pp 10-13).

No 11, 1963.
Handle the Relationship Between Work and Children and Household Affairs with a Revolutionary Spirit, 8 pp, (pp 3).

What Women Live For, 10 pp, (pp 8-12).
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Far East
Sociological (Contd)

Five Years of the Eight-One Commune, by Man Shao-ho,
7 pp.
CHINESE, per, Hung-ch'i, No 21, 1963, pp 23-27. JPRS 22177

Interview with Pa Chin, by Ch'en Tan-ch'en, 5 pp.
CHINESE, per, Jinn-min Chugoku, No 5, 1963, pp 16-19. JPRS 22246

The History of a Tijak Countryside, by Ch'u Ch'ing,
21 pp.
CHINESE, per, Min-tsu T'uan-chich, No 8, 1963, pp 4-8. JPRS 22205

Celebrating the Tenth Anniversary of the Fixed Abode
of Orochons, by Chin Ho-yuan, Yen Chi, 12 pp.
CHINESE, per, Min-tsu T'uan-chich, No 8, 1963, pp 17-19. JPRS 22205

The O-wen-k'o Autonomous Ch'i's Five Years of
Phenomenal Progress, by T'u-meng-pa-yerh, 7 pp.
CHINESE, per, Min-tsu T'uan-chich, No 8, Aug 1963,
pp 22, 23. JPRS 22205

D. N. Aidit Speaks About the Indonesian People's
University, by D. N. Aidit, 6 pp.
INDONESIAN, np, Harian Rakjat, 12 Oct 1963, p 3. JPRS 22167

Integrating Teaching and Application of Law with the
INDONESIAN, np, Harian Rakjat, 14 Oct 1963, p 3. JPRS 22167

The Work of the Institute of People's Universities,
9 pp.
INDONESIAN, np, Harian Rakjat, 17 Oct 1963, pp 3, 4. JPRS 22167

A Japanese View of Chinese Journalists, by
Sugiyama Ichihira, 7 pp.
JAPANESE, per, Ajiya Keizai-jumpo, No 547, 1 Aug 1963,
pp 1-6. JPRS 22341

Scientific and Technical Education in China, by
Ch'en Feng-ch'i, 11 pp.
JAPANESE, per, Ajiya Kenkyu, No 387, 10 Sep 1963,
pp 6-15. JPRS 22237
Far East
Sociological (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Korean Periodical
Inmin Kyoyuk.

No 8, 1963.
Let Us Cause Our Students to Understand More
Thoroughly the Superiority of the Socialist
System, 7 pp, (pp 3-6).

The Superiority of Our Country's Educational
System, by Kim Song-ki, 11 pp, (pp 7-12).

No 9, 1963.
Establishment of Subjectivity in Teaching, 11 pp,
(pp 7-12).

Party Educational Policy on Combining Education
With Production and Labor, by Chong Ung-mo, 8 pp,
(pp 13-16).

Students Trained in Ideas and Character of
Communism at Pura Middle School, Yonju County,
North Pyongan Province, 8 pp, (pp 17-20).

Fundamentals of Teaching Communist Morality I,
by Cho Hyong-ku, 8 pp, (pp 39-43).

Selected Articles From the Korean Periodical
Kulloja.

No 16, 22 Aug 1963.
Revolutionary Self-Education and Cultivation of
Revolutionary Tradition, 15 pp, (pp 2-7).

Socialism and Religion, by Yin Hun, 9 pp, (pp 26-32).

No 17, 5 Sep 1963.
The Flying Horse Movement and Self-Help, 8 pp,
(pp 32-37).

Socialist Construction in Our Country and a System
of Economic Control, by Kim Chong-hwan, Kim Chong-il,
12 pp, (pp 38-46).

Modernity and the Accomplishments of Our Literature,
by Ch'on Se-bong, 12 pp, (pp 57-64).

Party Sections Must Act As Organizers of Socialist
Competition, by D. Tsogtoo, 10 pp.
MONGOLIA, per, Nalyn Am'dral, No 8, 1963, pp 40-44. 
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Far East

Sociological (Contd)

Some Problems on Consolidation and Improvement of Village Administration, by Iiong Chien, 8 pp.
VIETNAMESE, per, Hoc Tap, No 10, 1963. JPRS 22411

VIETNAMESE, np, Nhan Dan, 28 Sep 1963, p 5. JPRS 22260

Conference of Level III Instructions in Literature, by Phan Vinh, 6 pp.
VIETNAMESE, per, Tap Chi Van Hoc, No 3, Sep 1963, pp 122-124. JPRS 22260
Economic


Russian Analyzation of Cuban Foreign Trade, by N. Kukharev, 10 pp.

Selected Articles From the Spanish Periodical Comunicaciones y Transportes,

No 22, 1963.
A. Telephone Communications in Republic of Mexico, by Carlos Mier Foster, 24 pp, (pp 11-26).

B. Microwave Systems, by Jose Trinidad Gomez Cruz, 7 pp, (pp 27-30).

C. Phases of Radio Broadcasting in Mexico, by Matilde Anduaga de Fernandez, 7 pp, (pp 31-35).


No 23, Mar, Apr 1963, pp 57-64.
Microwave Systems, by J.T.G. Cruz, 10 pp.

The New Road of Cuban Agriculture, by Carlos Rafael Rodriguez, 23 pp.
SPANISH, per, Cuba Socialista, Nov 1963, pp 71-98.

Rodriguez' Speech at National Agricultural Council, by Carlos Rafael Rodriguez, 13 pp.
SPANISH, np, Revolucion, 8 Nov 1963, pp 2, 4.

Civil Aviation in Latin America, 11 pp.
SPANISH, per, Vision, No 4, 19 Apr 1963, AirA, Argentina.
Latin America

Political

The Cold Route to Power, Notes on Castro's Cuba, by Bernd Nellessen, 5 pp.
GERMAN, np, Die Welt, 2 Nov 1963. JPRS 22360

Cuba and the Revolution in Latin America, by Enrique Rodriguez, 9 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist, No 16, Nov 1963, pp 100-106. JPRS 22314

SPANISH, np, Voz de la Democracia, 7 Nov 1963, pp 1-12. JPRS 22262

Military

SPANISH, np, Hoy, 14 Nov 1963, p 3. JPRS 22151

SPANISH, np, Hoy, 29 Nov 1963, p 4. JPRS 22504

Compulsory Military Service Law, 6 pp.
SPANISH, np, Hoy, 29 Nov 1963, p 7. JPRS 22504

Geographic

SPANISH, rpt, Memorial del Ejercito de Chile, Santiago, 1962, pp 79-90. (Eng Tr) Army Map Service

Sociological

Interview With Guatemalan Rebel Chief Marco Antonio Yong Sosa, 7 pp.
SPANISH, np, Hoy, 30 Nov 1963, p 2. JPRS 22504

- 55-
Military

The Helicopter as a Weapons Carrier, by Carl G. Henze.
GERMAN, per, Wehr und Wirtschaft, No 11, 1962, pp 510-513. *ACSI I-3900

SCIENTIFIC

Aerospace


Special Features in Piloting Jet Aircraft, by M. L. Gallay.
RUSSIAN, bk, Osobennosti Pilotirovaniya Reaktivnyh Samolotov, Moscow, 1962, pp 11, 12, 15, 92, 185, 190.

Together With the Komsomol, by G. Shatunov.
RUSSIAN, rpt, Vmeste s Komsomolom, 1961. *ACSI I-3741

RUSSIAN, per, Iz Vysshikh Ucheb Zaved Aviat Tekh, No 3, 1960, pp 12-15. 9689149

Approximate Modeling of Wing Flutter in a Hydro-Pan, by D. A. Munshtukov, 10 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Iz Vysshikh Ucheb Zaved Aviat Tekh, No 3, 1960, pp 16-21. 9689149

Interstellar Flight, by K. P. Staniykovich, V. A. Bronshteyn.
RUSSIAN, per, Kosmos, No 1, 1963, pp 3-24. *FTD-TT-63-1132

Explorations of Outer Space and the Outer Layers of the Atmosphere, by A. A. Blagonravov, 22 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Vest Ak Nauk SSSR, Vol XXXIII, No 9, 1963, pp 9-16. JPRS 22139

Flights of Space Vehicles Vostok-5 and Vostok-6, by V. I. Yazdovskiy, V. G. Denisov, 18 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Vest Ak Nauk SSSR, Vol XXXIII, No 9, 1963, pp 17-22. JPRS 22139

Invisible Light, by D. Herfurth.
GERMAN, per, Jugend und Technik, No 5, 1963, pp 10-12, 59. *ACSI I-3774

ID 2253789

525th MI Gp
Scientific

**Aerospace (Contd)**

HUNGARIAN, per, *Acta Technica*, Vol XXV, No 1, 2, 1959, pp 87-117. 9214390

POLISH, per, *Pomiary Automatyka Kontroli*, No 1, 1961, pp 19, 20. 9687225

Perspectives of the Development of Aviation, 5 pp.
POLISH, np, *Skrzylata Poliska*, No 17(616), 1963, p 8. 9689312

Future Supersonic Transport Aircraft and Present Airports, by Ion Iacovachi, 30 pp.

**Agriculture**

Azotobacter and Its Use in Agriculture, by I., I. Rubenchik, 277 pp.
RUSSIAN, mono, *Azotobakter i Ego Primenenie v Sel'skom Khozyaistve*, 1960. OTS 63-11076

RUSSIAN, per, *Mikrobiol Zhur*, Vol XXII, No 6, 1960, pp 82-87. NRC/Ref C-4344

A Program for Increasing Farm Profitability in Uzbekistan, 13 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, *Narod Khoz Uzbek*, No 10, 1963, pp 38-47. JPRS 22407

Agricultural Goals for Turkmenia, by B. Ovezov, 5 pp.

RUSSIAN, per, *Vest Sel'skokhoz Nauk*, No 9, 1963, pp 130-137. JPRS 22407
Scientific Agriculture (Contd)

Science -- For Agriculture, by A. Polyakov.

Agricultural Statistical Data, 14 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Vest Statistiki, No 10, 1963, pp 88-95.

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Vinodeliye i Vinogradarstvo SSSR.


Vineyards on Sandy Soils are High-Yielding, by M. Markin.

Vol VI, 1962, pp 6, 7.
How to Obtain Red Wines of Rich Colour, by A. Sanvelyan, Gasparyan.

Dynamics of Titratable Acidity During Maturation of Grapes, by E. Kozenko, (pp 7-10).


New Species of Nematodes of Cereal-Leguminous and Leguminous Crops of the South Ural, by V. I. Romanyko.

Selected Articles From the Chinese Periodical Chung-kuo Nung-pao.

No 1, 1963.
Survey on the Rotation of Rice and Cotton in Tz'u-hsi Hsien, by Hu Pai-fu, 21 pp, (pp 1-6).

Better Meteorological Services for Agriculture, by Lu Wo, 14 pp, (pp 12-16).

No 3, 1963.

Scientific Agriculture (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Chinese Periodical Chung-kuo Nung-yeh K'o-hsueh.

No 12, 1962.  
Several Ideas Concerning the Expansion of Paddy-Rice Acreage in Areas North of the Huai River, by Shen Chin-hua, 10 pp, (pp 18-22).

No 3, 1963.  
Establishing Broad Grain Feed Bases by Crop Rotation, by Chao Tseng-jung, 20 pp, (pp 42-46).

Power Cable Tractor for Boggy Field, by Yin Shao-lin, 6 pp, (pp 53, 54).

Varieties of Nitrogenous Fertilizer for Paddy Field in Saline-Alkaline Region, by Wang Chih-t'ang, 15 pp.

No 9, 1963, pp 45, 46.  
Power Machines in Paddy Fields of South China, by Yin Shao-lin, Ts'ai Chen-yung, 8 pp.

JPRS 22402

Goals of Czechoslovak Agriculture After the Twelfth Congress of the KSC, by Jan Havelka, 11 pp.  
JPRS 22325

Mechanized Groups and Brigades in Czechoslovak Agriculture, by Vaclav Kavan, 8 pp.  
JPRS 22325

Inhibition of Root Respiration Due to Secretions of the Root System, by H. Wanner, S. Schmucki.  
CSIRO/No 6276
Scientific Agriculture (Contd)


Biological & Medical Sciences

Microbiological Transformations of Steroids. Part 2. Reduction of 17, 21-Dihydroxy-20-Ketosteroids by Actinomycetes albus 3006, by L. M. Kogan. RUSSIAN.


Selected Articles From the Russian Book

Biological & Medical Sciences (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Russian Book


Medical Classification, by V. Meshkov, 8 pp, (pp 938-945).

Screening Hospital, by I. Chernyak, 5 pp, (pp 945-949).

The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, by S. Kurashov, 121 pp, (pp 1030-1144).

RUSSIAN, bk, Deyistviye Ioniziruyushchikh Izlucheniy na Rasteniya, Moscow, 1962.  
9215594 AEC-Tr-5836

Clupeidae, by A. N. Svetovidov, 428 pp.  
OTS 61-11435 PL-480

Freshwater Cyclopoida, by V. M. Rylov, 314 pp.  
OTS 63-11163 PL-480

Utilization of Agricultural Sprayers, Dusters, and Aerosol Generators for Medical Disinfestation, by  
Mikhail L'vovich Turich, 119 pp.  
JPRS 22320

Aerial Control of Forest Pests in the USSR, by A. Ya. Paramonov, 54 pp.  
RUSSIAN, bk, Issledovaniye i Materialy, No 49, 1959, pp 5-76.  
9214985 OTS 63-11038 PL-480

Selected Articles From the Russian Book

JPRS 22049


Selected Articles From the Russian Book
K Voprosam Ranney Diagnostiki Ostroy Luchevoy Bolezni, Kiev, 1962. (Contd)

Changes in Protein Metabolism During Radiation Sickness, by I. V. Savitskiy, Ye. M. Vasyutinskaya, 10 pp, (pp 36-43).


Luminescent Investigations of Formed Elements of the Blood and Bone Marrow in the Early Stages of Radiation Injury, by Ye. V. Piskareva, 10 pp, (pp 95-102).


RUSSIAN, bk, Khirurgiya, Moscow, 1963, pp 131-134.

Cuba and Soviet Medicine, by N. A. Bogoyavlenskiy, Yu. P. Lisitsyn, 8 pp.

New Methods in Medicine, by V. D. Timakov, 65 pp.
9689645

Consequences of Exposure to Ionizing Radiation During Pregnancy, by Nonna Antonovna Kalinina, 6 pp.
Scientific
Biological & Medical Sciences (Contd)

Works of the Scientific Research Institute of Biology and the Faculty of Biology, 307 pp.

Microbiological Investigation of Inland Reservoirs, by S. I. Kuznetsov, V. I. Romanenko. (DC-10104)

RUSSIAN, monograph, Rukovodstvo po Izucheniyu Vozrasta i Rosta Ryb, Moscow, 1959, 164 pp.

RUSSIAN, bk, Sluchay Ostroy Lucnevoy Bolezni u Chelovoka, 1962, pp 1-150. 9689302

Selected Articles From the Russian Book Sovetskiy Rybokhozaiatvennoe Issledovanie v Severo-Vostochnoi Chasti Tikhogo Okeana, 1963.

Yellowfin Sole of the Eastern Part of the Bering Sea, by N. S. Fadeyev.

Quantitative Distribution of Benthos and Food Supply of Demersal Fish in the Eastern Part of the Bering Sea, by A. A. Neyman, (pp 145-206).

Some Data on the Coal Fish Biology in the Bering Sea, by D. A. Shubnikov, (pp 271- .)


Age and Rate of Growth of Pacific Ocean Perch in the Bering Sea, by O. F. Gritsenko, (pp 313- .)
Scientific
Biological & Medical Sciences (Contd)

Contemporary Methods for Electroencephalogram Analysis, by V. A. Kazhevnikov, R. M. Meshcherskiy. NY-7980
RUSSIAN, bk, Sovremennye Metody Analiza Elektroentsefalogrammy, Moscow, 1963, pp 1-328. *JPRS

Experiment in the Psychological Characteristics of Temperament, by N. S. Leytes, 57 pp.

Selected Articles From the Russian Book Voprosy Pitaniya, Kiev, 1962.


Studying the Influence of Ionite Milk Made With the KU-1 Cationite on Laboratory Animals, by Ye. A. Antonovich, V. S. Lapchenko, 8 pp, (pp 200-205).

RUSSIAN, per, Agrobiologiya, Vol III(123), 1960, pp 402-405. OTS 63-11038

RUSSIAN, per, Agrobiologiya, No 3 (141), 1963, pp 371-375. JPRS 22315

Secondary Action of Radioactive Isotopes, Through the Seed, on the Yield of Subsequent Generations of Plants, by I. V. Gulyakin, Ye. V. Yudintseva, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Agrokhim i Fiz Rastenii, No 70, 1961, pp 21-25. JPRS 22315
Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Antibiotiki.


Chemical Study of Phenoxyethylpenicillin.
Vol V, No 5, 1960, pp 41-44.


Vol VI, No 10, 1961, pp 904-908.

A Study of Chlortetracycline Drugs by the Method of Countercurrent Distribution, by V. M. Baykina, V. B. Korchagin. ATS RJ-4172

Effectiveness of Antihistamines in Anesthesiology, by D. G. Tagdisi, 12 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Azerbaydzhan Medit Zhur, No 9, 1963, pp 3-11. JPRS 22058


Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical
Biokhim Plodov i Ovoshchey, No 6, 1961. 9214987

The Role of Phenolic Compounds in the Resistance of Cabbage to Botrytis Cinerea, by B. A. Rubin, T. M. Ivanova, 17 pp, (pp 77-95).


Biochemical Composition of Walnut Kernels in the Ukraine, by L. K. Polishchuk, 10 pp, (pp 197-207).


The Enzymatic Apparatus of Phytophthora Infestans, by B. A. Rubin, V. A. Aksenova, 7 pp, (pp 252-261).

All-Purpose and Forage Large-Scale Geobotanical Maps and the Principles Involved in Making Them Up, by S. A. Gribova, 16 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Botan Zhur, Vol XLVIII, No 10, 1963, pp 1500-1511. JPRS 22406

RUSSIAN, per, Byul Ekaper Biol i Meditsiny, Vol LV, No 1, 1963, pp 43-47. 9687668 FTD-TT-63-848

RUSSIAN, per, Byul Glavnogo Botanicheskogo Sada, No 36, 1960, pp 10-18. JPRS 22269

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical. Dok Ak Nauk SSSR.


Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Dok Ak Nauk SSSR. (Contd)

Vol CLI, No 1, 1965.

Reparative Regeneration of Rat Liver After Local X-Irradiation, by M. M. Kalashnikova, 7 pp, (pp 213-216).

Vol CLI, No 6, 1963.


Hyaluronidase at Different Stages of the Life Cycle of Ichthyophthyrius Multifilis, by A. V. Uspeuskaya, 5 pp, (pp 1476-1478).

Vol CLII, No 1, 1963.
The Effect of Ionizing Radiation on Mammalian Heart Muscle, by T. V. Tarapina, 6 pp, (pp 202-204).

Experiment in Large-Scale Mapping of Rodent Population, by Ye. M. Snigirevskaya, 7 pp, (pp 208-211).


Metaphase of the First Maturation Division of Sturgeon Oocytes, by T. A. Detlaf, S. I. Zuychenko, 5 pp, (pp 246-248).
Scientific
Biological & Medical Sciences (Contd)

Selection of Parental Plants for Intervarietal Buckwheat Hybrids, by G. V. Pryezhev.
RUSSIAN, per, Dok Moskov Ordena Lenina Sel'skokhoz Ak imeni K. A. Timiryazova, Vol LXXVII, 1962, pp 79-84.


Unit for Oxygen Generation and Measurement of Oxygen Consumption During Protracted Experiments With Small Animals, by I. S. Broslav.

Multiple Electrode Implantation Into Subcortical Structures of the Human Brain, by K. V. Grachev.

RUSSIAN, per, Gig i San, Vol XXVIII, No 9, 1963, pp 5-11.

RUSSIAN, per, Gig Truda i Professional Zabolevanija, No 10, 1963, pp 3-8.

The Condition of the Capillary Circulation as Correlated With Hyaluronidase Activity, Permeability Factor, and Blood Protein Fractions During Chronic Irradiation, by N. I. Gerbarenko, V. A. Bragina, 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Gig Truda i Professional Zabolevanija, No 10, 1963, pp 34-38.


Scientific Coordination Conference on the Study of the Plant Cover of Siberia and the Far East, by T. G. Popova, A. V. Kuminova, 6 pp, (pp 136-139). JPRS 22190


Scientific Biological & Medical Sciences (Cont'd)

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Khirurgiya.

Vol XXXIX, No 9, 1963.


Long-Range Consequences of Acute Cardiac Arrest, by V. I. Maslov, 9 pp, (pp 14-18). JPRS 22012


Fixation of the Rectum With Lavsan Fabric, by A. A. Titarenko, 5 pp, (pp 53-56).
Scientific Biological & Medical Sciences (Contd)

All-Russian Conference on Public Health, 7 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Medit Gazeta, 13 Sep 1963, pp 1, 2. JPRS 22056

Forthcoming First All-Union Congress of Traumatologists and Orthopedists, by M. Volkov, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Medit Gazeta, 13 Sep 1963, p 3. JPRS 22056

Some Data on the Activity of Musca Domestica Domestica L. in Relation to Temperature, by V. P. Dremova, 9 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Medit Parazitolog i Parasitarnye Boleznii, No 1, 1953, pp 62-69. JPRS 22273

An Improved Method of Preparing 11α-Hydroxy-progesterone, by A. S. Barmenkov.
RUSSIAN, per, Medit Prom SSSR, Vol XV, No 3, 1961, pp 39, 40. ATS RJ-4190

RUSSIAN, per, Medit Prom SSSR, Vol XVII, No 9, 1963, pp 53-58. JPRS 21998

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Medit Radiologiya.


The Effect of Proton and Gamma-Radiation on the Functional State of the Vestibular Analyzer, by A. A. Sveshnikov, 7 pp, (pp 48-52). JPRS 22120

Depression of Antibody Production in Monkeys After Gamma-Irradiation in High Doses, by S. M. Pekerman, 6 pp, (pp 61-65). JPRS 22121

The Mechanism of Action of Protective-Therapeutic Combination; in Acute Radiation Sickness in Rats, by T. N. Protasova, 5 pp, (pp 66-68). JPRS 22123

Late Radiation Injuries of the Bone Due to X-Ray Therapy, by I. I. Fedorov, N. P. Ushkov, 6 pp, (pp 48-50).

Features Characteristic of the Course of Myocardial Lesions in Radiation Sickness When Transfusions of Blood, BK-8, and Polyglucin Are Administered, by Yu. B. Kofanova, 14 pp, (pp 57-64).
Scientific

Biological & Medical Sciences (Contd)

The Mechanisms of Living Creatures Continue to Puzzle Engineers, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Nauka i Zhizn', No 2, 1963, pp 106-108. JPRS 22274

Biological-Like Structures, by V. Kalinenko, 9 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Nauka i Zhizn', No 8, 1963, pp 67-70. JPRS 22031

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical
Patolog Fiziol i Eksper Terapiya.


Vol VII, No 4, 1963,
The Problem of Heredity, by N. T. Shutova, 10 pp, (pp 3-10).

The Treatment of Severe Burn Shock by Intraarterial Infusion of a Blood Substitute Under Low Pressure, by V. B. Lemus, 6 pp, (pp 27-30).


The Effect of Training for Hypoxia on the Course of Burn Sickness, by G. S. Fenster, 5 pp, (pp 40-43).

The Effect of Sex Hormones on the Course of Acute Radiation Sickness, by S. A. Davydova, 6 pp, (pp 45-48).

JPRS 22000
A New Protein-Vitamin Concentrate. *ACSI I-3775

RUSSIAN, per, Priroda, No 10, 1963, pp 102-104. JPRS 22251

RUSSIAN, per, Problemy Gematologii i Perelivaniya Krovii, Vol VIII, No 9, 1963, pp 3-12. JPRS 22084

RUSSIAN, per, Problemy Gematologii i Perelivaniya Krovii, Vol VIII, No 10, 1963, pp 26-29. JPRS 22122

RUSSIAN, per, Rybnoye Khoz, No 30(11), 1954, pp 41-43. JPRS 22191

Accumulation of Radioactive Isotopes of Strontium 89, 90 and Yttrium 90 by Mirror Carp, by M. M. Telitchenko, 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Rybnoye Khoz, No 5, 1961, pp 40-43. JPRS 21989

Use of Heterosis in Sugar Beet Breeding, by T. F. Grin'ko.
RUSSIAN, per, Sakharnaya Svekla, No 12, 1962, pp 22-24. *USDA

RUSSIAN, per, Sovet Medit, Vol XXVI, No 5, 1963, pp 74-79. ATS RJ-4167

Cardiovascular Morbidity Among the Adult Population, the Results of Observations of Three Medical Districts of Chernovtsy, by V. A. Triger, P. S. Khristenko, et al, 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Sovet Zdravoohraneniye, Vol XXII, No 10, 1963, pp 49-52. JPRS 22275
Scientific biological & Medical Sciences (Cont.)

The Role of Biophysics, Chemistry and Cytology in the Development of Medicine, by V. G. Yeliseyev, 8 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Terapevticheskiy Arkhiv, Vol XXXV, No 8, 1963, pp 3-9. JPRS 21966

Investigation Into the Susceptibility of the Potato Tuber to Damage on Impact, by V. I. Tabachuk. RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Inst Sel'skohoz, No 7, 1953, pp 90-99. GB/141/130


Proceedings of the Conference on Fish Diseases, 235 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Soveshchaniya po Boleznyam Ryb, 1959. OTS 61-31058 PL-480

Twenty-Four Hour Rhythm of Mitoses and Interrelations Between Cell Activity and Cell Division, by I. A. Alov, 16 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Tsitologiya, Vol IV, No 3, 1962, pp 297-305. 9215850 NIH 11-10-63

Outer Space and Life, by A. A. Imshenetskiy, 10 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Vest Ak Nauk SSSR, No 9, 1963, pp 23-29. JPRS 22015

The Use of Hemin and Hemoglobin in Culture Media for Trypanosom, by N. N. Sukhareva-Nomakova, 12 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Vest Mosk Univ, No 5, Sep, Oct 1963, pp 24-34. JPRS 22109


Breeding of Buckwheat Hybrid Seeds, by I. N. Elagin. 


Against Falsification in Biological Science, by M. A. Olshanskiy. 

Dynamics of Nitrous Substances During Technological Treatment, by T. Politova-Sovzenko. 


The Potential and Final Fecundity of Fish Through the Example of the Pink Salmon Oncorhynchus Gorbuscha Walb Acclimatized in White and Barents Sea Basins, by G. M. Persov, 12 pp, (pp 490-496).

Helmintths as Biological Indicators of Local Schools of Amur Migratory Salmon, Oncorhynchus, by A. Kh. Akhmerov, 29 pp, (pp 536-555).

The Length, Weight, Age and Growth Rate of Therapon Theraps Cur. et Val in the Gulf of North Vietnam, Tonkin, by Nguyen Van Thai, 8 pp, (pp 564-567).


Seminar on Methods of Determining the Age of Sturgeons in the Caspian Sea and Sea of Azov, by N. I. Chugunova, 5 pp, (pp 578-579).

Plenum of the Ichthyological Commission of the State Committee on Fishing of the Council of the National Economy USSR, 5 pp, (pp 580, 581).

Isolation of Insulin-Like Compounds From Blood Plasma and Urine on Ion-Exchange Resins, by L. L. Liberman.


Spontaneous Kidney Tumors in Monkeys, Macacus Rhesus, by A. M. Antonov.


Strontium Content in Food Products of Turkmen SSR According to Spectrum Analysis Data, by N. N. Grigor'yaunts, 5 pp.
Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical
Voprosy Psikholo.


No 4, 1963.


The Algorithmical Approach to the Analysis of Teaching Methods is Valid, by L. N. Landa, 32 pp, (pp 143-152).


Principal Indicators of Increase in Medical Personnel in Public Health Organs and Institutions of the RSFSR at the Beginning of 1963, by V. N. Ivakina, 5 pp.

RUSSIAN, per, Zdravookhraneniye Rossiyiskoy Federatsii, No 9, 1963, pp 7-40.

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical
Zhur Mikrobiol, Epidemiol i Immunobiol.

The Structure of a Natural Tularemia Focus of the Flood Plain Type, by N. G. Olsuf'yev, V. V. Kucheruk, et al, 6 pp.

No 11, 1962, pp 47-52. 9214886
Polyvaccine Characteristics. Communication I.

No 12, 1962.
Peculiarities of Tularemia Epidemiology and Ways of Its Eradication, by V. F. Davidovich, E. L. Kazantseva, (pp 44-49). 9214884

The Possibility of Using the Antigen of the Pasteurella Tularensis Vaccinal Strain, Tuallergen-2 for Rapid Tularemia Diagnosis in Man, by G. P. Uglovoy, R. A. Savt'yeva, (pp 102-107). 9214885

- 77 -
Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical
Zhur Mikrobiol, Epidemiol i Immunobiol. (Contd)

No 5, 1963.
JPRS 22259

Lipolytic Activity of Certain Pathogenic Microbes, by V. I. Rykova, I. V. Domaradskiy, 7 pp, (pp 14-17).
JPRS 22159

JPRS 22159

JPRS 22159

JPRS 22259

JPRS 22259

JPRS 22259

Epidemiology and Measures for Control of Tularemia in the Yakutsk ASSR, by D. I. Brikman, 9 pp, (pp 60-64).
JPRS 22259

JPRS 22159

A Transmissive Outbreak of Tularemia in the Vicinity of Tselinograd, by A. I. Kolendovich, 8 pp, (pp 148-150).
JPRS 22259

No 6, 1963.
Experience in the Control of Brucellosis in Stavropol'skiy Kray, by A. N. Likhonos, 10 pp, (pp 3-8).
JPRS 22232
Scientific
Biological & Medical Sciences (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical
Zhur Mikrobiol., Epidemiol i Immunobiol. (Contd)

No 6, 1963.
Anatomical-Physiological Properties of Human and
Animal Respiratory Systems in Immunogenesis
Through the Aerosol Vaccination Method, by
Yu. S. Pisarevskiy, 8 pp, (pp 101-105).

No 7, 1963.
Detection of Botulinus Toxins and Microbes
of the B and C Types in the Organism of Sick
Humans and Animals and in Corpses, by
T. I. Sergeyeva, 9 pp, (pp 77-82).

The Isolation of the Brucellosis Pathogen
From the Eyes of Guinea Pigs Following
Extracocular Infection, by V. M. Kiseleva,

The Biological Characteristics of
Inagglutinable Cultures of Brucella Melitensis,
by N. N. Ostrovskaya, 12 pp, (pp 125-131).

No 8, 1963.
A Study of the Intensity of Cross and Type
Immunity in Brucellosis, by P. A. Vershilova,
D. S. Kurdina, 10 pp, (pp 34-39).

The Immunological Effectiveness of Vaccination
Against Brucellosis, by A. M. Kas'yanenko, 9 pp,
(pp 39-44).

Postvaccinal Pathergy in Brucellosis Report I,
by G. A. Balandin, S. P. Sazykin, 9 pp,
(pp 44-48).

State of Psychonourological Services in the USSR
and Its Further Development, by S. V. Kurashov, 19 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Zhur Nevropatol i Psikhiatrii imeni

The Effect of Indopane on the Bioelectric
Activity of the Cerebrum, by L. F. Roshchina,
M. D. Mashkovskiy, 14 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Zhur Nevropatol i Psikhiatrii imeni
S. S. Korsakova, Vol LXIII, No 11, 1963,
pp 1679-1687.
Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical
Zhur Obshch Biol.


No 5, 1963.
DNA Constancy in Relation to New Evidence Concerning Its Content in Isolated Nuclei of Embryos of Peking and Musk Ducks and Their F1 Hybrids, by Yu. A. Magnkyan, 10 pp, (pp 352-359).


Culture of Midges of the Genus Culiciodes Under Laboratory Conditions, by Ye. V. Moiev, 10 pp.

Migrations of Muskrat, Arvicolia Terrestris, L., and Their Role in Creating Tularemia Epizootics, by V. A. Kraft.

Table of Toxicity of Organophorus Insecticides to Warm-Blooded Animals, 11 pp.
CHINESE, per, Hua-hsueh Tung-pao, No 1, 1962, pp 31-38.

Nutrition Hygiene in the Tropics, by A. Wolf, V. Sery.
CZECH, per, Vyziva Lidu, No 8, 1963, pp 113, 114. *ACSI I-3827

The Structure of Behavior, by Maurice Merleau-Ponty, 250 pp.
FRENCH, bk.
Scientific
Biological & Medical Sciences (Contd)

Renal Function and Renal Circulation in Hypothermia, by C. F. Rothauge.
*Navy/NMS

FRENCH, per, Comptes Rendus Societe de Biologie, Vol CXVII, 1934, pp 825-827.
Navy Tr 3654

Navy Tr 3638

Acute Tubercular Sepsis, by B. Oberman, 15 pp.
FRENCH, per, Presse Medicale, Vol LXX, No 33, Jul 1962, pp 1611-1622.
Navy Tr 3652

Navy Tr 3655

Methods of Enzymatic Analysis, by Hans-Ulrich Bergmeyer, 1,064 pp.
GERMAN, bk.
Academic Press

The Effective Cross Section of the Hydrogen Atom in Benzene and Irradiation Products, by Bernhard Brocker, 19 pp.
Patent Office

Disease Agents as a Military Weapon, by H. Koschel, 17 pp.
JPRS 22072

A New Local Anesthesia, by Gerd Griesser.
*Navy/NMS

Are There Any Arteriovenous Anastomoses in the Kidneys, by F. von Hammersen.
GERMAN, per, Deutsche Medizinische Wochenschrift, Vol LXXXVII, 1962, pp 147-150.
*Navy/NMS

Serum Proteins and Paternity, 26 pp.
Navy Tr 3653

- 81 -
Scientific
Biological & Medical Sciences (Contd)

Problem of Detecting Superior Genotypes in the Phenotype of Mother Trees, by H. Rohmeder.
GERMAN, per, Forstwissenschaftliches Centralblatt, No 11, 12, 1961, pp 321-344.

Renal Shock, by H. H. Udel.

A Contribution to the Biology and Ethology of Australian Honeyeaters, by K. Immlmann.

Ichthyotoxic Conjunctivitis, by S. Takashima.


Collapse in Bathing. Swimming, Diving and Jumping into Water, by E. J. Kalaus.
GERMAN, per, Die Medizinische Welt, No 29, 30, 1961, pp 1493-1499.


Dilatation of the Cutaneous Blood Vessels Caused by the Cold, by Kurt Kramer, Werner Schulze, 40 pp.
GERMAN, per, Pfluger's Archiv fuer die Gesamte Physiologic, Vol CCL, 1948, pp 141-170.

New Developments in the Struggle Against Silicosis, by F. Keunenburg.
GERMAN, per, Stahl und Eisen, Feb 1963, pp 89, 90.

Algae in Cosmonautics, by Zdenek Sestak.
GERMAN, per, Wissenschaft und Fortschritt, No 9, 1963, pp 408, 409.

A Suggested Radical Operation for Femoral Hernia, by G. Lothiessen.
GERMAN, per, Zentralblatt fuer Chirurgie, Vol XXV, 1898, pp 548-568.

- 82 -
Scientific Biological & Medical Sciences (Cont.)

A New Pontastomida From the Philippines, by R. Heymons, 8 pp. German, per, Zoologischer Anzeiger, Vol XCVII, No 11, 12, 1932, pp 295-300.


Trypaflavine as a Means of Differentiating Microbes of the Brucella Type, by A. Alessandrini, M. Sabatucci. Italian, per, Annali d'Igiene, Vol XLI, 1931, pp 29-34.


Archives of Immunology and Experimental Therapy, 296 pp. Polish, per, Archivum Immunologiae et Therapiae Experimentalis, Vol XI, No 1, 2, 1963.


Navy Tr 3634 NMS 822

JPRS 22242

GB/2

Navy Tr 3630 NMS 818

Navy Tr 3621 NMS 819

Navy Tr 3632 NMS 820

ATS PJ-4212

OTS 63-11410 PL-480

OTS 63-11410 PL-480


Scientific
Biological & Medical Sciences (Contd)

The Effect of Mycophage D-29 on Unidentified Acid-Fast Mycobacteria, by W. Kurylowicz, M. Buraczewska, 10 pp.

Experimental Aspergillosis of the Pleura in Rabbits, by P. Krakowka, S. Chodkowska, 7 pp.

Diagnostic Value of Cardiac Catheterization in a Trial Septal Defect, 7 pp.


Elephharochalasis With Coexistent Edema of Lids and Goitre as a Syndrome, by P. Segal, S. Jablonska, 11 pp.
POLSISH, per, Klinika Oczna, No 1, 1962, pp 377-388.

Experimental Medicine and Microbiology, 104 pp.
POLSISH, per, Medycyna Doswiadczalna i Mikrobiologia, Vol XV, No 1, 1963.

Selected Articles From the Polish Periodical Neurologia, Neurochirurgia i Psychiatria Polska.


Disturbances in Neurohumoral Control of Concentration and Composition of Serum Lipids in Patients With Schizophrenia and Neurosis, by J. Patelski, L. Depczynski, 11 pp, (pp 234-244).
Selected Articles From the Polish Periodical
Neurologia, Neurochirurgia i Psychiatria Polska. (Contd)

Total Protein Concentration and the Electrophoratic Picture of the Protein Fractions in the Serum of Patients With Schizophrenia and Neuroses, by L. Depczynski, K. Kuczewska, 8 pp, (pp 245-252).


Selected Articles From the Polish Periodical
Nowotwory.

Vol XII, No 2, 1962.
Studies on Antigen Structure of Guerin Rat Epithelioma, by A. Ryzewska, 9 pp, (pp 49-58).

Nitrogen Balance in Patients With Stomach Cancer, by A. Marczynska, 7 pp, (pp 63-70).


Vol XII, No 4, 1962.
Effect of X-Rays and Degranol of the Incorporation of Thymidine Into Ehrlich’s Ascites Tumor of Mice and Rat Bone Marrow in Vitro, by J. Jasinska, A. Michalowski, 5 pp, (pp 219-224).

Anemia of Gastric Cancer, by L. Cholewa, H. Nosek, 10 pp, (pp 224-234).


Identification of Intranuclear Inclusions in Chrysoideine Hepatoma by Means of Histochemical Methods, by J. Malepszy, 5 pp.


Selected Articles From the Polish Periodical Polski Tygodnik Lekarski.

Vol XVII, No 1, 1962.
Experiences With the Use of Guanethidine in Arterial Hypertension With Particular Consideration of Its Effect on Renal Functions and Sodium Excretion, by D. Aleksandrow, (pp 1-7).

PL-480ATS PJ-4170


The Influence of Norepinephrine on the Carbohydrate Metabolism of Heart Muscle and on the Coronary Circulation, by Z. Semerau-Siemianowski, M. Borowski, 10 pp.

Vol XVII, No 10, 1962, pp 87-98.

Scientific Biological & Medical Sciences (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Polish Periodical Polski Tygodnik Lekarski. (Contd)

Vol XVII, No 14, 1962, pp 279-284. OTS 62-11066
The Blood Ammonia Level in the Diagnosis of the Source of Hemorrhage From the Upper Gastrointestinal Tract, by W. Olszewski, 5 pp. PL-480

Vol XVII, No 24, 1962, pp 98-104. OTS 63-11409
Serum Haptoglobins in Heart Muscle Hypoxia and Necrosis. Preliminary Report, by J. Sniurewicz, 6 pp. PL-480

Vol XVII, No 30, 1962, pp 104-110. OTS 63-11409
Experimental Studies on Chloride Anion Concentration in the Cerebrospinal Fluid After Death, by A. Jaklinski, 6 pp. PL-480

The Activity of Blood Serum Gamma-Glutamyl Transpeptidase in Neoplastic Diseases, by S. Kotlarek-Haus, 9 pp. PL-480

Vol XVII, No 44, 1962, pp 39-46. OTS 63-11409
Postheparin Lipolytic Activity of Serum in Various Internal Diseases Except Atherosclerosis, by S. Lukasik, 8 pp. PL-480

Vol XVII, No 93, 1962, pp 24-30. OTS 63-11409
The Effect of Treatment of Serum Sialic N-Acetylmuraminic Acid Level in Patients With Rheumatoid Arthritis, by J. Pagowska-Wawrzynska, J. Dzulynska, 8 pp. PL-480

Vol XVIII, No 2, 1963, pp 121-127. OTS 63-11409
Chromosome Studies of Bone Marrow Cells in Polycythemia Vera, by Z. Traczyk, 7 pp. PL-480

Selected Articles From the Polish Periodical Polskie Archiwum Medycyny Wewnętrznej.

Vol XXXII, No 1, 1962. OTS 63-11409

Studies on the Urinary Acid Phosphatase Levels as an Index of the Sexual Maturity of Boys, by L. Stasiuk, 9 pp, (pp 338-347). OTS 62-11066 PL-480
Selected Articles From the Polish Periodical
Polskie Archiwum Medycyny Wnętrznej. (Contd)

Vol XXXII, No 1, 1962.
Antistreptolysins in Renal Diseases, by J. Pokora, 6 pp, (pp 468-473).


Vol XXXII, No 5, 1962, pp 224-239.

Vol XXXII, No 6, 1962.
The Appraisal of Respiratory Function in Silicosis, 7 pp, (pp 80-87).

Bioelectric Activity of Skeletal Muscles in Renal Failure With Hypertension, by I. Hausmanowa-Petrusewicz, by B. Emeryk, 10 pp, (pp 110-120).

A Correlation Between Clot Elasticity and Cohesion and the Blood Fibrinogen Level, by J. Bielski, 8 pp, (pp 188-195).


The Ultrastructure of the Cells in Lymphogranulomatosis, by J. Blicharski, 6 pp, (pp 273-279).


The Role of the Kidneys in Hypertension, by Z. Faida, A. Krotkiewski, 5 pp.
Scientific
Biological & Medical Sciences (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Polish Periodical
Polskie Archiwum Medycyny Wewntrznej. (Contd)

XXXIII, No 1, 1963.
The Elimination of Vanillino-Amygdalic Acid in the Urine of Patients With Essential Arterial Hypertension and Pheochromocytoma, by B. Wocial, 8 pp. (pp 165-172).


Antigenic Properties of C-Reactive Protein in Various Diseases, by B. Tenenbaum, 6 pp.

Congenital Arteriovenous Cirsoid Aneurysm of the Pulmonary Circulation Cured Surgically, by W. Bross, 8 pp.

Proteins and Vitamins From Petroleum, by Wiorusz Kowalski.


The Use of Wheat Germ as a Nutrient Medium for Lactic Acid Bacteria in Sugar Mash Fermentation, by J. Ziebrowski, K. Zmoczynski.

Polish, per, Przeglad Techniczny, No 33, 18 Aug 1963, p 1.

Selected Articles From the Serbo-Croatian Periodical Lijecnicki Vjesnik.

Acute Infectious Diseases as the Problem of the General Practitioner, by J. Falisevac, F. Hniljevic, 12 pp, (pp 637-648).

The Post-Cholecystectomy Syndrome in the Light of Modern Cholangiographic Examination Methods, by M. Basic, I. Belancic, 10 pp, (pp 649-659).

Echinococcus of the Heart, by P. Rafaeli, M. Zaninovic, 13 pp, (pp 661-672).
Scientific 
Biological & Medical Sciences (Contd)

Selected Articles from the Serbo-Croatian Periodical 
Lijecnicki Vjesnik. (Contd)

A Case of Thalassemia Minor, by R. Ruvidic, 
Z. Rolovic, 5 pp, (pp 673-678).

Urgent Treatment of Body Fluid and Electrolytes 
Unbalance, by M. Rodonic, 17 pp, (pp 679-696).

The Teratogenic Effect of Glutarimide Derivatives, 
by T. Beritic, A. Markicevic, 5 pp, (pp 698-701).

The Incidence of Cancer of the Uterus in the 
People's Republic of Croatia, by M. Dekaris, 
B. Krznar, 6 pp, (pp 765-771).

Gastric Cancer and Serum Alkaline Phosphatase 
Activity, by M. Vidovoc, D. Persic, 6 pp, 
(pp 773-779).

Septic Abortion Due to Cl. Perfringens, by 
M. Dekaris, B. Rajhvajn, 8 pp, (pp 781-789).

Neurologic and Psychiatric Complications in 
Pellagra, by M. Perkovic, 5 pp, (pp 791-796).

Drowning, by T. Beritic, 8 pp, (pp 797-805).

The Action of Magnetic Fields on the Multiplicative 
Activity of Cells in Vitro, by E. Delorenzi, 
G. C. Angela.
SPANISH, per, Archivio per le Science Mediche, 

The Rabbit Problem on the Island of Gotland, by 
C. Notini.
SWEDISH, per, Kungl Skogshogskolans Skrifter, 

Histochmical Characterization of the Distribution 
of Ribonucleic and Deoxyribonucleic Acids in the 
Testicles of Rats After Gamma-Irradiation With 
CO\textsuperscript{60}, by A. K. Mirakhmedov 5 pp.
UKRAINIAN, per, Uzbek Biol Zhur Ak Nauk Uzbek SSR, 

Significance of Presowing Treatment of Cotton Seeds 
With Protista Irradiated With Gamma-Rays of CO\textsuperscript{60}, 
by V. F. Nikolaev, M. I. Mavlyanova, 5 pp.
UKRAINIAN, per, Uzbek Biol Zhur Ak Nauk Uzbek SSR, 
Scientific Chemistry

RUSSIAN, bk, Elektronnya Mikroskopiya Tsellyulozy, Tashkent, 1962, pp 1-263.

RUSSIAN, bk, Emissionnyi Spektral'nyi Analiz Atomnykh Materialov, Moscow, 1960, 686 pp. 9216483-V

RUSSIAN, bk, Emissionnyi Spektral'nyi Analiz Atomnykh Materialov, Moscow, 1960, 686 pp. 9216483-V


Selected Articles From the Russian Report
Khimiya i Primenyi Fosfororganicheskikh Soedineniy, 26 Dec 1959.


Diethyl 2-Ciclohexamonylphosphonate and Its Tautomerism, by V. S. Vinogradova, N. A. Polezhayeva, (pp 99-104).

Replacement of the P-O Group by P-S in Organophosphorous Compounds, by N. N. Godovikov, (pp 130-132).

Reactions of Alkyl Phosphites and Esters of Hydroxymethylphosphonic Acid With Dialkylthiocarbamyl Chlorides and Aryl Isothiocyanates, by M. S. Malinovskiy, V. V. Alekseyev, (pp 136-143).

The Reaction of Dialkyl Phosphonates With Quinones, by M. G. Voronkov, (pp 203-206).

Reaction of Esters of Phosphorous Acid With Trichloroacetyl Chloride, by L. Z. Soborovskiy, (pp 232-236).

Selected Articles From the Russian Report
Khimiya i Primeniy Posefororganicheskikh Soedineniy,
26 Dec 1959. (Contd)

Synthesis of Some Bifunctional Compounds Containing Phosphorous, by B. A. Arbuzov, (pp 272-278).


Substituted Organophosphorous Compounds as Monomers for High Polymers, by E. V. Kuznetsov, (pp 296-304).

Synthesis Based on Phosphine, by E. V. Kuznetsov, (pp 324-328).


RUSSIAN, bk, Tverdyy Gaz, Moscow, 1962, pp 1-32.
Scientific Chemistry (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Dok Ak Nauk SSSR.

Vol CXLVIII, No 1, 1963, pp 140-143. 


Post-Burning Changes in Protein and Nucleic Acid Metabolism in Animal Organisms, by T. L. Zayets, T. A. Borisova, 5 pp, (pp 677-679).

An Experimental Study of the Toxicity of Methyl Violet, Basic Violet K, Dye, by V. P. Yankina. RUSSIAN, per, Gig i San, Vol XXVI, No 3, 1961, pp 96, 97. ATS RJ-4225

Kinetic Relationships in the Reaction of Olefins With Sulfuric Acid, by M. S. Nomtsov. RUSSIAN, per, Khim Prom, No 8, 1960, pp 15-23. ATS RJ-3967


Production of Compact Hafnium by the Iodide Method, by I. V. Vynarov, Ye. I. Koval’ova, 8 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Khim Prom, No 5, Jul-Sep 1963, pp 46-48. JPRS 22297

Kinetic Aspects of the Catalytic Cracking of Heavy Distillate Stocks, by G. M. Panchenkov. RUSSIAN, per, Khim i Tekh Topliva i Hasel, Vol V, No 11, 1960, pp 4-8. ATS RJ-3981


The Composition of Musterone and the Structure of Its Individual Components, by L. A. Kheifits.
RUSSIAN, per, Masloboino-Zhirovaya Prom, Vol XXVI, No 1, 1962, pp 30-32.

Determination of Protein in Milk by the Fluorescence Method, by P. D'yachenko.
RUSSIAN, per, Molochnaya Prom, Vol XXIV, No 4, 1963, pp 7-10.

Shaping of Articles From Thermosetting Plastics at Low Pressure, 9 pp.

Glass Fiber and Articles Made From It, 15 pp.


Surface Treatment of PK-4 Film With Stabilizers, by N. I. Antropova.
RUSSIAN, per, Plasticheskiye Massy, No 9, 1962, pp 61-64.

The Coloring of Glass With Cobalt Pigments of the Spinel Type, by G. A. Koptyunenko, Z. N. Shalimo.

Production of Hydrofluoric Acid by the Pyrohydrolysis of Fluorite, by M. A. Mikhaylov.
RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Dalnevost Filiala Ak Nauk SSSR, Ser Khim, No 5, 1961, pp 46-98.
Scientific
Chemistry (Contd)

Quantitative Determination of Acrylonitrile With
Hexamethylenimine, by A. P. Terent'yev.
RUSSIAN, per, Vest Nesk Univ, Ser II Khim, Vol XVII,
No 5, 1962, pp 83, 84.

A New Method for the Preparation of Block Copolymers,
RUSSIAN, per, Vysokomolek Seyodineniya, Vol IV, No 5,
1962, pp 783, 784.

Nitrogen-Containing Polymers With Paramagnetic
Properties, by V. I. Mal'tsev.
RUSSIAN, per, Vysokomolek Seyodineniya, Vol IV, No 6,
1962, pp 848-850.

Studies in Polymer Synthesis. Part 7. Photooxidative
Activation of a Polyester-Acrylate Oligomer by the
Visible Region of the Spectrum, by G. P. Gladyshev,
S. R Rafikov.
RUSSIAN, per, Vysokomolek Seyodineniya, Vol IV, No 9,
1962, pp 1351-1353.

Simultaneous Determination of Sulfuric Acid and
Phenolsulfonic Acid in Mixtures, by F. A. Bmolin.
RUSSIAN, per, Zavod Lab, Vol XXVIII, No 5, 1962,
p 548.

Calorimetric Apparatus for Measuring Thermal Processes
Over Long Time Periods, by M. I. Voskoboynikov.
RUSSIAN, per, Zhur Fiz Khim, Vol XXXII, 1958,
pp 460-464.

Some Aspects of the Current Status of the Fuel Cell
RUSSIAN, per, Zhur Fiz Khim, Vol XXXVII, No 9, 1963,
pp 1449-1457.

The Ternary System: Lithium, Potassium, and Cadmium
Chlorides, by A. G. Bergman, Zh. V. Misler.
RUSSIAN, per, Zhur Neorgan Khim, Vol VIII, No 2, 1963,
pp 405-406.

The Ternary System of Lead, Lithium and Cadmium Chlorides,
by A. G. Bergman, A. P. Sadowskiy, et al.
RUSSIAN, per, Zhur Neorgan Khim, Vol VIII, No 4, 1963,
pp 954-958.

Waste From the Production of Hydrofluoric Acid as an
Addition to Cement to Regulate the Setting Time, by
N. F. Chebukov, L. P. Ignat'yeva.
RUSSIAN, per, Zhur Vses Khim Obsch imeni D. I.
A Method of Cis-Trans Isomerization on the Radicals of Free Fatty Acids of Their Esters, by B. N. Tyutyunnikov, I. V. Bogdan.

BELGIAN, Patent No 559,602.

Synthesis of Nitroalcohols and Nitrobutadiene, by P. Nikolinsky.


Methyl Analogs of Chlorothion, by J. Drabek, J. Pelikan.
CZECH, per, Chemicky Prumysl, Vol VI (XXXI), No 7, 1956, pp 293-.

Identification of Crude Polymers by Gas-Liquid Chromatography of the Products of Their Thermal Degradation, by O. Mlejnok.

Resistance of Epoxy and Polyester Resins to Acids and Alkalis, by A. Horeni.


Determination of the Oxygen Content of a Melt Sample, by M. Kase.
CZECH, per, Hutnicke Listy, Vol XVI, No 1, 1961, pp 56-59.*


Biosynthesis of Protein-Vitamin Concentrates From Petroleum, by Alfred Champagnat, 6 pp. FRENCH, per, l'Industrie, No 4, 1963, pp 242-246.


Selected Articles From the German Periodical Chemiche Berichte.

Vol XXIII, 1890, pp 3023-3033. 9689435
On Hydrazoic Acid, Azomide, \( \text{NH}_2 \), by T. Curtius, 11 pp.

Vol XXX, 1897, pp 586-593. 9689436

Vol XL, 1907, pp 1176-1193. 9689434
On the Hydrolysis of 1, 2, 4, 5-Tetrazine-3, 6-Dicarboxylic Acid, by T. Curtius, August Darapsky, 19 pp.

Vol LXIX, 1926, pp 565-589. 9689438
Effect of Carbonylazide, \( \text{CON}_2 \), on Aromatic Hydrocarbons, by T. Curtius, A. Bertho, 30 pp.

Vol LXXIII, 1940, pp 1278-1283.

*Storic Course of the Hydrogenation of Isoglycoamines, Rotation Rules for the 9-Polyhydroxy-Alkylfavins and the N-Polyhydroxyalkylaminobenzenes, by Friedrich Weygand.

Chemical Technological Research in Hungary.
GERMAN, per Chemische Industrie, No 9, 1963, pp 534-536.

Processes Occurring During the Stoving of Alkyd-Melamine Resin Mixtures, by R. Seidler, H. J. Graotz.
GERMAN, per Fette Seifen Anstrichmittel, Vol LXIV, No 12, 1962, pp 1135-1140.

The Formation of Complex Compounds by the Reaction of Lipids With Proteins, by J. Pokorny.

GERMAN, per Monatshefte fuer Chemie, No 92, 1961, pp 116-127.

Biochemical Investigations of Susceptible and DDT-Resistant Strains of Drosophila Melanogaster, by S. Puschmann.
Scientific Chemistry (Contd)

Process for the Production of Polycarbonates, by H. J. Nicolai.

GERMAN, Patent No 1,065,401.

Chemistry of the Production Process of Oxidized Petroleum Bitumen, by S. R. Sergienko,
V. A. Garbaliansky.

Aeration Device for the Treatment With Small Air Bubbles Especially of Waste Waters, 6 pp.
ITALIAN, Patent No 571,970.

Photometric Determination of Microgram Quantities of Vanadium in and Common Salt With Diphenylamino-
sulfonate, by S. ilirana.

Studies on Soluble Wool Protein. 1. Electrophoresis, Sedimentation and Light-Scattering of α-Keratin, by
Y. Miyazaki.


Chromatographic Behavior of Condensed Polynuclear Hydrocarbons, by T. Tagai, E. Funakubo.

Study of the Adsorption of a Surfactant on Carbon Black Suspended in a Nonaqueous Medium, by
T. Kobayashi.
Scientific Chemistry (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Japanese Periodical Sokko to Sekkai.

No 26, 1957, pp 1269-1275.

ATS JJ-3903

No 27, 1957, pp 1315-1318.
Studies on the Manufacture of Phosphoric Acid by the Fluidization Method Crystalization of Gypsum, by T. Yamada.

ATS JJ-3901

No 40, 1959, pp 337-342.

ATS JJ-3904

No 42, 1959, pp 465-469.

ATS JJ-3905

JAPANESE, per, Shokubai, Vol IV, No 1, 1962, pp 5-7. ATS JJ-3968


Investigation of the Polymerization of Gaseous Formaldehyde to High-Molecular-Weight Products, by M. Tomaszewicz.
POLISH, per, Przemysl Chemiczny, Vol XXXIX, No 8, 1960, pp 509-513. ATS PJ-3863

ROMANIAN, per, Revista de Chimie, Vol XI, No 4, 1960, pp 204-206. ATS RU-3841
Scientific
Chemistry (Contd)


Physico-Chemical Factors of Possible Biological Significance Which Influence the Content of the Different Fractions of Silica in Solution, by J. G. Carrero.
SPANISH, per, Anales de la Real Sociedad Española de Física y Química, Vol LV, No 12, 1959, pp 809-822.

Chemical Surface Resistance in Container Glass, by I. Persson.
SWEDISH, per, Glasteknisk Tidskrift, Vol XVII, No 4, 1962.

Earth Sciences & Astronomy

RUSSIAN, bk, Aerologicheskiye Issledovaniya Izmenchivosti Koeffitsienta Promenyatelnosti Atmosfery Diva Ul'trakorotkich Radiovoln, Chapters 1, 2, Moscow, 1960, pp 3-59.

RUSSIAN, rpt, Geograficheski Sbornik, Geograficheskoy Obshchestvo Soyuza SSR, 1962, pp 198-207. 96829692

Chemistry of the Earth's Crust, by A. P. Vinogradov, 114 pp.
RUSSIAN, bk, Khimija Zemnoy Kory, Moscow, 1963, pp 1-118.

Selected Articles From the Russian Book Nekotoryye Problemy Meteorologii; Sbornik Statey, II Razdel Programmy MGU Meteorologiya, Moscow, No 1, 1960. 92155009

Wave Movements and Meteorological Conditions in Regard to the Appearance of Noctilucent Clouds, by N. I. Grishin, 7 pp, (pp 117-119).

The Nature of Noctilucent Clouds, by V. A. Bronshten, 6 pp, (pp 120-123).

Problems and Methods of Investigation Noctilucent Clouds by Means of Absolute Photometry, by V. V. Sharonov, 17 pp, (pp 124-140).
Evaporation From the Snow Cover in the Ergeni District, by I. D. Sabo, 8 pp.
RUSSIAN, bk, Sosn i Talya Vody, 1956, pp 41-51. OTS 63-11005 PL-480


RUSSIAN, bk, Voprosy Ispol'zovaniya Snega, 1956, pp 106-119. 9214986

RUSSIAN, per, Dok Ak Nauk SSSR, Vol LXIV, No 6, 1949, pp 783-786. 9689074

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical "Vopriz Byul", No 12, 1962.


Conference of Ukrainian Geophysicists and Astronomers, by T. S. Lebedev, 8 pp, (pp 97-102).

RUSSIAN, per, Geolog Nefti i Gaza, No 6, 1963, pp 1-8. JPRS 22073

Scientific
Earth Sciences & Astronomy (Contd)

Spectral Measurements of Near-Solar Aureoles, by
RUSSIAN, per, Iz Astrofiz Inst Ak Nauk Kazakhskoy
SSR, Vol XIV, 1962, pp 113-118. 9689956

Spectrophotometry of Solar Prominences, by
V. N. Zuykov, 37 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Iz Glavnoy Astron Observ, Vol XX(155),
1956, pp 22-45. 9689076

The Structure of the Magnetic Field in Active
Solar Regions, by V. Stepanov, S. Copasyuk.
RUSSIAN, per, Iz Krymskaya Astrofiz Observ, Vol XXVIII,
1962, pp 192-225.

The Atomic Absorption Coefficient of Light With
Mutually Perpendicular Polarization, Taking Into
Account Anomalous Dispersion in the Presence of
a Magnetic Field, by V. Stepanov.
RUSSIAN, per, Iz Krymskaya Astrofiz Observ, Vol XXVIII,
1962, pp 252-258.

Magnetic Rotation Effects in Spectral Lines, by
D. Rachkovskiy.
RUSSIAN, per, Iz Krymskaya Astrofiz Observ, Vol XXVIII,
1962, pp 259-270.

Energy Capacity of Disintegration and the Strength
RUSSIAN, per, Iz Sibirskogo Otdel Ak Nauk SSSR,
No 4, 1962, pp 3-8. 9689652

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical
Met i Gid.

No 5, 1963, pp 45-50. 9689142

Basic Characteristics and Tendencies in the
Development of Modern Instruments for Measuring
Height of Lower Edge of Clouds, by N. S. Bozhevikov,

No 10, 1963.

Radar Observations as a Method for Investigation
of Effects on Supercooled Stratus Clouds, by

Determination of Hail Zones by the Radar Method,
by V. Ye. Yefimov, V. F. Lapcheva, et al, 7 pp,
(pp 10-14).

Turbulent Exchange in Clouds, by M. A. German, 10 pp,
(pp 15-21).
Scientific
Earth Sciences & Astronomy (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical
M.et i Gid. (Contd)

No 10, 1963.
The Use of Radar Sets for Investigation of
Atmospheric Turbulence, by A. A. Zagorodnikov,
9 pp, (pp 28-32).

A Turbulent Inversion -- The Result of Activity of
a Mesojet, by N. I. Novozhilov, 8 pp, (pp 33-36).

Literature on Meteorology and Hydrology Published

Meteorological and Hydrological News Items, by
L. M. Margolin, K. I. Makarova, etc, 5 pp,
(pp 63, 64).

No 11, 1963.
Climatological and Hydrological Research in the
Polish People's Republic, by A. R. Konstantinov,
5 pp, (pp 53, 54).

Literature on Meteorology and Hydrology Published
in 1962, 15 pp, (pp 57-61).

The Deep-Water Gamma-Radiometer and the Measurement
of Radioactivity of Bottom Layers of the Indian
Ocean, by L. M. Khitrova, K. A. Kotlyarov.
RUSSIAN, per, Okeanologiya, Vol. II, No 2, 1962,
pp 334-345.

The Stratosphere and Mesosphere, by L. A. Kozakov,
V. A. Shatal', 9 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Priroda, No 9, 1963, pp 17-21.

Experimental Investigation of Disintegration of
Soil Clods, by L. P. Bezzukiy.
RUSSIAN, per, Traktory i Sel'khozmashiny, Vol XXXI,

Brightness of Solar Halos in the Vicinity of the Sun,
by M. G. Karimov.
RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Ak Nauk Kazakh SSR, Astrofiz
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JPRS 22048

JPRS 22048

JPRS 22369

JPRS 22381

JPRS 21978

GB/141/128

*RAND Corp
Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical
Trudy Inst Fiz Zemli, Ak Nauk SSSR imeni O. Yu. Shmidtta,
No 26(193), 1963.

Instrumental Analysis of Seismograms, by D. P. Kirnos,

Installation for Re-Recording of Seismograms, UDPS,
by Yu. A. Kolesnikov, B. N. Pevzner, et al, 17 pp,
(pp 16-24).

Use of Regenerative Vibration Filters for Frequency
Analysis of Seismic Oscillations, by Yu. A. Kolesnikov,

Experience in Obtaining Seismographs That Are Suitable
for Conversion Into Electric Current, by Ya. A. Kolesnikov,

Method of Increasing the Periods of a Galvanometer and
a Pendulum by Adding Capacitors, by V. T. Arkhangel'skiy,
21 pp, (pp 42-51).

Design Method for Cylindrical Magnetic Systems With
Permanent Magnets, by V. A. Tokmukov, 23 pp, (pp 52-61).

Installation With Memory for the Recording of Strong

Accelerometers of High Sensitivity, by I. B. Siderov,
16 pp, (pp 72-77).

Recording Installation With Magnetic Memory for the
Recording of Remote Earthquakes, by V. P. Preograzhenskiy,
15 pp, (pp 78-84).

High Sensitivity Capacitive Seismograph With Visible
Record on Heat-Sensitive Paper, by A. V. Rykov,
I. B. Siderov, 16 pp, (pp 85-92).

Seismic Oscillograph Type OSB-VI, by R. S. Horisovich,

Stand for the Determination of the Coordinates of the
Epicenter of an Earthquake, by V. I. Kovrigina,
I. M. Rozenberg, 6 pp, (pp 98-100).
Scientific Earth Sciences & Astronomy (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Trudy Inst Oceanologii.


The Influence of Thermal Stratification and Wind Velocity on the Wind Profile in the Ground Layer, by Ting Shich-cheng, 17 pp.
Earth Sciences

A New Method of Determining the Natural Oscillations
of Enclosed Water Masses, Lakes, Bays, etc., by A. Dofant,
GERMAN, per, "Annalen der Hydrographie und Maritimen

A Theory of Land and Sea Breezes, by F. Defant,
27 pp.
GERMAN, per, "Archiv fuer Meteorologie und Geophysik und
Bioklimatologie, Series A, Meteorologie und Geophysik,

Measurement of Earth Currents Under Simple Conditions,
by J. M. Faber.

Aggressivity of Soil, and Cathodic Protection, by E. Leclerc.
GERMAN, per, "Zeitfuehrungen und Korrosion," No 13, 1962,
pp 349-351.

On the Formation of the Solar System, by
C. F. von Weizsacker.
GERMAN, per, "Z fuer Astrophysik," Vol XXII, 1944,
pp 319-355.

The Soil Cover of Macva, Pocerina and Jadar, by
D. Tanasijovic, N. Pavicovic, 134 pp.
SERBO-CROATIAN, per, "Zemljiste i Biljka," Vol II,
No 2, 1953, pp 193-316.
Scientific Electronics

RUSSIAN, bk, Автоматическое Измерение Координат, Moscow, 1961, pp 1-103.

RUSSIAN, bk, Электроника Большых Мощностей, Moscow, 1962, pp 159-194.


Shortwave Antennas, by G. Z. Ayzenberg.

RUSSIAN, bk, Усилители и Стабилизаторы, 1960, pp 1-518.

Variation in the Electric Withstand Strength of HV Porcelain Under a Continuous High DC Stress, by Kh. S. Valeyev.
RUSSIAN, per, Электричество, No 1, 1963, pp 59-61.


Oscillographic Investigation of Electrical Wire Explosions, by N. A. Mel'nikov, V. I. Obukhov, 8 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Из Vysshikh Ucheb Zaved, Энергетика, No 1, 1963, pp 99-102.


Scientific Electronics (Contd)

RUSSIAN, per, Radiotekhnika, Vol XVIII, No 5, 1963, pp 59-65. 9689141

RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Nauchno-Issledovatel Inst Gidro Prib., No 7, 1959, pp 3-24. 9689949

RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Nauchno-Issledovatel Inst Gidro Prib., No 7, 1959, pp 25-35. 9689949

Some Methods for the Translation of Voltages Into Binary Codes, by M. G. Reynberg.

Effect of High-Voltage on Rooting of Grape Cuttings, by I. Lutkova.
RUSSIAN, per, Vinodelye i Vinogradarstvo SSSR, Vol III, No 210, 1962, p 52. CSIRO/No 6310


Masses of Water Are Made Prisoner at the Ylatuloma Site, 5 pp.
FINNISH, np, Kansan Uutiset, 14 Sep 1963, pp 1, 2. JPRS 22258


FRENCH, per, L'Onde Electrique, Vol XLI, 1961, pp 1034-1041. 9215604

Scientific Electronics (Contd)

Survey of Electroacoustic Transducers by Means of Linking Matrices, by Erwin Martin.

GERMAN, per, Electrotech et Energ, No 1, 1962, pp 155-165.

Electromechanical Coupling in Piezoelectric Bender Strips, by A. Lenk.

Throwing Power of Plating Baths, by E. Raub, K. Muller.

Electron-Optical Image Converters and Rontgen Picture Amplifiers, by F. Eckart.

Cybernetic Problems of Life, by M. Hazur.

Automatic Adiabatic Microcalorimeter for the Measurement of Radioactivity, by A. Hilf.

Electric Resistor Strain Gauge Dynamometers, by A. Bray.
ITALIAN, per, La Metallurgia Italiana, No 6, 1963, pp 162-182.

Methods of Threshold Signal Reception in the Pressure of Noise, by J. Seidler, 139 pp.


Scientific Engineering

Centrifugal Pumps, by V. I. Kiselev, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, bk, Nasosyi Kompressor Ventilyatory,
1959, pp 144, 145, 171. 9689803

Calculations and Physical Designs for Aircraft
Hydraulic Devices, by T. M. Bashta, 761 pp.
RUSSIAN, bk, Raschety i Konstruktssi Samoletnykh
Gidrovilcheskih Ustroystv, 1961, pp 3-474.
9689830-V

Electrostatic Ignition in Carburetor-Type Engines,
by Yo. N. Nevstruyev, 13 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Avtomobil Prom, No 1, 1962, pp 17-20.
9689642

A Comparison of Three Types of Mirror-Lens Systems,
by T. S. Belorossova.
RUSSIAN, per, Byul Astron Observ Komitet Sluzhby
*RAND Corp

Turbulent Mixing of Coaxial Flows in Constant Cross-
Section Channels, by O V. Yakovlevskiy.
RUSSIAN, per, Inzhenernyy Zhur, Vol I, No 4, 1961,
pp 39-50.

On the Configuration of Forward Separation Zones
During Symmetrical Flow Around Bodies With Supersonic
9689954

Determining the Aerodynamic Forces Affecting a Body
With Forward Separation Zones at Hypersonic Flow
Velocities, by V. G. Bukovshin, G. I. Taganov,
9 pp.
9689954

On the Lump-Size Control of Blast-Furnace Sinter,
by B. M. Nosovitskiy.
RUSSIAN, per, Iz Vysshikh Ucheb Zaved Chern Met, No 4,
1960, pp 37-49. IIIB 5052

Influence of Various Factors on the Oxidizing Zone
of a Blast Furnace, by L. A. Byalyy, I. A. Kopyrin,
et al.
RUSSIAN, per, Iz Vysshikh Ucheb Zaved Chern Met, No 4,
1963, pp 27-33. IIIB 5956


Using the Hydraulic Index of a Channel for Extrapolation of the Discharge Curves, by V. M. Pavlov. RUSSIAN, per, Met i Gid, No 11, 1962, pp 45-47.


Bonding of Foam Plastics by Means of High-Frequency Heating, by L. M. Koval'chuk, 10 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Plasticheskiye Massy, No 7, 1962, pp 32-35. 9689437

Problems in Industrial Instrumentation, 10 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Priborostroyeniyo, No 11, 1963, pp 1, 2.


Nitriding of Tool Steel, by A. N. Serov. RUSSIAN, per, Stanki i Instrumenti, No 9, 1953, pp 18-20.


Scientific Engineering (Contd)

9689649

RUSSIAN, per, Ugol, Vol XXXVI, No 9, 1961, pp 36-40.
9215307

On Wing Flutter in a Gas Flow, by D. N. Gorelov. 9 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Vest Lening Univ Ser Matemat Mekh i Astron, Vol I, No 1, 1957, pp 192-196. 9689804

The Effect of Vacuum in the Cutting Zone Upon Ultrasonic Machining, by G. M. Borun, Z. I. Polyaakov.
RUSSIAN, per, Vest Mashinostroy, Vol XLIII, No 8, 1963, pp 74-76.

Ultrasonic Inspection of Welds in Thin-Walled Tubing, by Ya. F. Anikeyev.

Drill Collar for Boring Operations, 7 pp.
BELGIAN, Patent No 564,188.

An Analogue Study of Cooling Turbine Blades, by J. Kunes, V. Ctvrtunik.
CZECH, per, Stroinicky Casopis, Vol XII, No 2, 1962, pp 79-98.

Ultrasonic Inspection Equipment.
DANISH, rpt, Flyvematerieltjenesten, Jul 1959, 180 pp.

Progress in the Kaldo Process at Sollac, by C. Decamps.
BISI 3474

Rolling of H and Ipe Girders at the Societe Metallurgique de Knutange, by R. Liconnet.
FRENCH, per, Centre de Documentation Siderurgique, Circulaires d'Informations Techniques, No 9, 1962, pp 2015-2027.
BISI 3416
Use of Fume Temperature to Control the Blowing in LD Operation, by G. Messin.
FRENCH, per, Centre de Documentation Siderurgique,
Circulaires d'Informations Techniques, Vol XX, No 6, 1963, pp 1509-1523.

Research Into the Reduction Processes in a Rotary Furnace.
FRENCH, per, Metallurgie et la Construction

Sprayable Composition for Sound Proofing in the Car Industry, by J. C. Bouquin.

Amphibious Vehicle.

Device for Reversing Electric Motors Intended Especially for Toys.

Operating Measurements During a Fishing Voyage of the Stern Trawler FMS, by W. Mockel, 8 pp.
GERMAN, rpt, Apr 1963.

Tests on Reinforced Concrete Girders With High Shearing Stresses, by Fritz Leonhardt, Rene Walther.

The Compression of Fracture of Tensile Test Pieces, by A. Krisch.
GERMAN, per, Archiv fuer das Eisenhuttenwesen,
Vol XXXI, Aug 1960, pp 491-496.

GERMAN, per, Archiv fuer das Eisenhuttenwesen,

GERMAN, per, Deutsche Bauzeitung, Vol LXVII, No 2, pp 107-117.
Scientific Engineering (Contd)

Conveying Systems in Modern Tube Welding Plants, by E. Gorissen.
GERMAN, per, Deutsche Forder und Hebetechnik, Vol IX, 1963.

Tests of Car Safety Belts Using a Dummy and a Sledge Seat, by J. H. Willic.
GERMAN, per, Deutsche Kraftfahrtforschung, No 158, 1962.

Blasting Tests on Protective Structures, Standard Types S1 and S9, on the Grounds of the Meppen Proving Center, by Gerhard Weigel, Sigurd Stots.
GERMAN, per, Eissenschaftlicher Bericht, No 4, May 1963, pp 1-68.


Modern Freezing and Refrigerating Installations for Fishing Vessels, by H. Hofmann.
GERMAN, per, Hansa, Vol XCIX, No 18, 1962, p 1869.

Refrigerating Installations in Fishing Vessels, by S. Rodermund.
GERMAN, per, Hansa, Vol XCIX, No 18, 1962, p 1873.

Processing Rubber in Screw Pre-Plasticising Injection Moulding Machines, by A. Kleine.

Investigations on a Power-Driven Trailer, by H. Gohlich.
GERMAN, per, Landtechnik, Vol X, No 6, 1955, p 127.

Four-Wheel Drive, Steering Brakes and Differential Lock for Tractor Ploughing on the Slope, by K. Seuser.

Methods for Obtaining Smooth Edges in Sheet Blanking, by M. Meyer.
GERMAN, per, Mitteilungen der Forschungsgesellschaft Blechverarbeitung e.V., 5 Oct 1962, pp 282-283.
Scientific Engineering (Cont'd)

The Tandem Furnace for Refining Low and High Phosphorus Iron, by F. Bartu.
GERMAN, per, Rundschau, No 5, 1963, pp 573-584. *BISI 3517

GERMAN, per, Schweizerische Bauzeitung, Vol CXXVII, No 11, 1946, pp 127-130. 9689755

Selected Articles From the German Periodical Stahl und Eisen.


Changes in the Surface Finish of Areas in Contact With the Tool During Cold Upsetting, by H. Wiegand, K. H. Kloos, (pp 406-415). BISI 3272


New Developments in Blast Furnace Technology in North America, by A. Send, (pp 1051-1058). BISI 3456

Open-Die Forging Presses, Their Drives and Controls, by W. Dohrn, H. Winkler, (pp 1053-1066). BISI 3392


The Influence of Individual Stand Speeds on the Continuous Rolling of Large-Section Stock, by T. Dietrich, (pp 1107-1116). BISI 3432

Influence of Rolling Conditions on the Mechanical Properties of Heavy Plate, by J. Degenkolbe, W. Neuhaus, (pp 1294-1302). *BISI 3490

The Flame Scarfing of Slab for the Manufacture of Sheet and Strip With Highest Surface Qualities, by H. Kreulitsch, (pp 1348-1356). *BISI 3508

- 117 -
Scientific Engineering (Contd)

GERMAN, per, Technische Mitteilungen Krupp, Werksberichte, Vol XX, No 5, 1962, pp 263-267. HB 5868

Simple Circular Tank for Mixing Water and Coagulating Pollutants, by K. Felkel.
GERMAN, per, Wasser und Abwasser, No 40, 1962. NZDIA

Qualitative River Control in North Wurttemberg, by R. Pantle.
GERMAN, per, Wasser und Abwasser, No 40, 1962. NZDIA

GERMAN, per, Wasser und Abwasser, Vol LII, 1962, pp 1431-1439. NZDIA

The Surface Treatment of High-Speed Steel Tools and Its Practical Applications, by H. D. Weckener.
GERMAN, per, Werkstatt und Betrieb, Vol XCI, No 1, 1958, pp 33-38. BISI 3419

New Developments in the Field of Preparation Shaping and Drying of Bricks, by R. Pels Leusden.
GERMAN, per, Ziegelindustrie, Vol XII, No 12, 1959, pp 364-369. GB/21/LC/1132

New Developments in the Field of Preparation Shaping and Drying of Bricks, by R. Pels Leusden.
GERMAN, per, Ziegelindustrie, Vol XII, No 13, 1959, pp 411-414. GB/21/LC/1132

JAPANESE, per, Denki Seiko, Vol XXXIII, No 2, 1962, pp 117-128. *BISI 3507

JAPANESE, per, Tetsu to Hagane, Vol XLIX, No 3, 1963, pp 392, 393. HB 5926

- 118 -
Scientific Engineering (Contd)

Conditions Governing the Phosphorus Reversion in Basic Oxygen LD Furnaces During the Tap, by T. Itaoka, K. Saito, et al.


Polish Construction of Civil Aircraft, by B. Piatkowski.

Fuels & Propulsion

RUSSIAN, bk, Primeneniye Dizel'nykh Masel s Prisadkami, 1962, pp 1-113. 9689831-V

Volatile Matter in Coke, by G. Knauf, G. Gruson.
CZECH, per, Paliva, Vol XLII, No 12, 1962, pp 364-367. CSIRO/No 6344

GERMAN, per, Erdol und Kohle, No 14, 1961, pp 921-923. GFC
Scientific Materials & Metallurgy


RUSSIAN, bk, Korroziya Metallov i Splavov, Shornik, Moscow, 1963, pp 73-89.

Semiautomatic Unit for Recording the Distribution of Potentials at the Surface of Microconstituents of an Alloy, by A. I. Golubev, P. V. Strokalov, 6 pp.


RUSSIAN, bk, Novaya Tekhnologiya Vyplyvki Sharikopodshipnikovoy Stali, Moscow, 1962, pp 1-126.

RUSSIAN, bk, Obrabatyvayemost' Rozaniyem Zharoprochnykh i Titanovykh Splavov, 1961, pp 1-244. 9689641-V

New Methods of Producing Rolled Steel, by V. F. Isupov, V. S. Sjavkin, 21 pp.
RUSSIAN, bk, Proizvodstvo Kalibrovanny Stali; Moscow, 1962, pp 167-184. 9688648


RUSSIAN, bk, Termostoykost' Zharoprochnyh Splavov; 1962, pp 3-169. 9689638-V

Brazing, by F. V. Kulikov, I. R. Lekhtsiyer, 7 pp.
RUSSIAN, bk, Tverdaya Paka; Moscow, 1959, pp 33-39.

Interaction Between the Mould and the Material in Continuous Casting of Steel, by N. N. Guglin, B. B. Gulyayev.
RUSSIAN, rpt, Vzaimodeistve Liteinoe Formy; 1962, pp 88-98. *BISI 3511

RUSSIAN, per, Avtomat Svarka, No 12 (69), 1958, pp 17-27. JPRS 21983

RUSSIAN, per, Beton i Zhelezhobeton, No 9, 1961, pp 414-417. BISI 3269

Effect of Vibrations on the Crystallization of Castings and Ingots, and Underlying Mechanism, by G. F. Balandin.
RUSSIAN, per, Fiz Metal i Metallov, Vol XV, No 5, 1963, pp 673-677. HB 6004

Role of Insoluble Impurities in the Crystallization of Metals Under Ultrasound, by O. V. Abramov, I. I. Teumin.
RUSSIAN, per, Fiz Metal i Metallov, Vol XV, No 5, 1963, pp 710-716. HB 6001

RUSSIAN, per, Gorny Zhur, No 9, 1959, pp 44-47. OTS 63-11092

RUSSIAN, per, Gorny Zhur, No 9, 1959, pp 44-47. OTS 63-11092
Scientific Materials & Metallurgy (Contd)

RUSSIAN, per, Iz Ak Nauk Latviyskoy SSR, No 7, 1963, pp 67-74. JPRS 22076

Effect of Strain Cycling on the Structure of Deformed Pure Metals, by Gal'perin, Kostyukova. ACSI I-3866
RUSSIAN, per, Iz Ak Nauk SSSR, Otdel Tekh Nauk, Metall i Toplivo, No 4, 1939, pp 82-87.

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Iz Vysshikh Ucheb Zaved, Chern Metal.

No 6, 1962, pp 16-20.
Specific Heat of Iron Ores and Sinters, by S. G. Bratchikov, G. A. Toporishchev. BISI 3424

The Unequal Deformation Which Results When Rolling Bi-Metals, by I. M. Pavlov, Yu. N. Ledenev. BISI 3449

On the Work Performed by the Gas Stream in the Upper Part of the BF Stack With Natural Gas Added to Blast, by Yu. M. Potebnya, V. I. Litvinenko. IHB 5896

No 3, 1963, pp 140-143.
Electrotransfer of Sulfur in Molten Cast Iron, by V. A. Grigoryan, G. A. Grigorev. *AEC

Removal of Sulfur During the Coking Process of Coal, by A. N. Pokhvisnev, A. N. Spektor. IHB 6065

RUSSIAN, per, Iz Vysshikh Ucheb Zaved, Gornyy Zhur, No 1, 1961, pp 5-12. OTS 63-11092 PL-480

Effects of Potassium Salts on Ketones With Phenyl Acetyl Groups, by A. E. Favorski. ACSI I-3866

RUSSIAN, per, Khim Mash, No 4, 1963, pp 35, 36. IHB 6126

- 122 -


Typical Casting Shop, by L. G. Frumin, 9 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Mashinostroyeniye, No 2 (20), Mar, Apr 1963, pp 30-32. JPRS 22342

Electroslag Remelting to Benefit Machine Building, by B. I. Medovar, 6 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Mashinostroyeniye, No 5, Sep, Oct 1963, pp 78-81. JPRS 22285


Mobility Activation Energy of Columbium and Carbon in Columbium Metal and Carbides, by P. V. Gel'd, V. D. Lyubimov. RUSSIAN, per, Poroshkovaya Metallurgiya, Vol III, No 1, 1963, pp 76-78. HB 6102


Scientific Materials & Metallurgy (Contd)

The Influence of Manganese on the Formation of Torn Edges in Continuous Hot Rolling of Low Carbon Rimming Steel Strip on the Tinplate Mill, by A. I. Marinov.
RUSSIAN, per, Stal, No 3, 1961, pp 150-158. BISI 3420

RUSSIAN, per, Stal, No 10, 1963, pp 908-910. JPRS 22149

Factors Affecting Cutting Temperatures During the Broaching of Cast Iron With Hard-Metal Tools, by S. I. Zhitnitskiy.
RUSSIAN, per, Stanki i Instrument, No 8, 1963. HB 6118

RUSSIAN, per, Svaroch Proiz, No 10, 1963, pp 15-17. JPRS 22096

Prospects for the Production of Vanadium and Its Alloys From the Ores of Kazakhstan, by A. H. Kunayev, V. V. Voleynik, 12 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Inst Metall i Obogashch Ak Nauk Kazakh SSR, Vol V, 1962, pp 3-11. JPRS 21973

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Trudy Inst Novyye Tekhnolog Protsessy pri Obrabotke Metallov Davleniyem, 1963.


Methods of Increasing the Weight of Blanks for Rolling Sap Sheet, by A. I. Kolpashnikov, G. N. Shlenskiy, 7 pp, (pp 104-109).


Scientific Materials & Metallurgy (Cont'd)


A Copper Plating Method. RUSSIAN, Patent No 57,879, 1940.


Preparation of Monomers Containing Fluorine, by
Hsu Chi-kung, Wu Shih-hui, 22 pp.
CHINESE, per, Hua-hsiah T'ung-pao, No 3, 1963,
pp 15-23.

Domestic Raw Materials for the Manufacture of
Anode Paste Used in the Aluminum Industry, by
I. Dvornik, M. Krsul.
CROATIAN, per, Tehnicki Pregled, 1952, pp 46-51.

Determination of Free Hydrogen Forming in Steel,
by J. Vaclavinek.
CZECH, per, Hutnicke Listy, Vol XVI, No 4, 1961,
pp 280, 281.

Preparation of a Sampling Device for Vacuum
Extraction Determination of the Content of Gases
in Metals, by J. Vaclavinek.
CZECH, per, Hutnicke Listy, Vol XVI, No 5, 1961,
pp 361, 362.

Publication F.1. Steel Ty for Superheater Tubes,
by M. Caubo, L. Jacques-Houssa.
FRENCH, rpt, Centre National de Recherches

Publication F.2. Steels R8 for Superheater Tubes,
by M. Caubo, L. Jacques-Houssa.
FRENCH, rpt, Centre National de Recherches

Selected Articles From the French Report
Paper Presented at the International Oxygen Steel

On the Physical Chemistry of the Conversion of
Pig Iron and on Fluid Dynamics in Top Blowing,
by P. Coheur, A. Decker.

Present Position of Operation of the LD-AC Process
at Arbed Dudelange, by E. Glaesener.

Refractories for LD Converters and Their Influence
on the Operation of Large Size Units, by F. Savioli,
G. Massobrio.

Study of the Surface Tension of a Grain Boundary in
a Metal as a Function of the Orientation of the Two
Grains Which the Boundary Separates, by J. Friedel,
B. D. Cullity.
Scientific Materials & Metallurgy (Contd)

The Fritting of Pure Oxides With Additions, by R. Pampuch.

Selected Articles From the French Periodical Bulletin de l’Societe Francaise de Mineralogie et de Cristallographie.

Vol LXXVI, 1953.
Face of Some Ionic Crystals With Simple Structures, Part A; The Changes of Faces in a Pure Medium, by Raymond Kern, (pp 325-364). AEC-AI-Tr-1


Effect of Growth Media Upon the Correspondence Between Morphology and Crystalline Structure, Interaction of Crystal and Solvent I, by Raymond Kern, (pp 461-474). ABC-AI-Tr-4

Effect of Growth Media on the Correspondence Between Morphology and Crystal Structure, Crystal and Solvent Interaction, Results of Experiments II, by Raymond Kern, (pp 497-520). ARC-AI-Tr-7

Vol LXXXI, 1958, np 266-273.


Study of the Shape of Plastic Deformation Curves, by B. Jaoul.

The Possibility of Using Nitrogen as an Alloying Element, by M. Handl.
Scientific Materials & Metallurgy (Contd)


Tempering of Hardened High-Speed Steels, Part II, by J. Papier, G. Pomey.

Coalescence of Cementite in the Decomposition Products of Austenites, by H. Jolivet.
FRENCH, Revue de Metallurgie, Feb, Mar, 1943, pp 33-47, 65-72. BISI 3249

Rapid Determinations by Diffraction of Free Lime and Free Calcium Hydroxide in Thomas Slags, by J. Hancart.

Desulphurization in the Basic Converter, by J. Wampach, A. Dacker.

The Annealing of Martensite, by A. Lutte.

Brick as an Element of Design, by Gord Zimmerschied, 190 pp.
GERMAN, bk. Renouf Pub Co

Self Diffusion of α-Titanium, by C. M. Libanati, S. F. Dyment.

Selected Articles From the German Periodical Archiv fuer Eisenhuttenwesen.

Direct Photometric Determination of SB in Plain Steels, by H. Ploum, (pp 601-604). *BISI 3516

Selected Articles From the German Periodical Archiv fuer Eisenhuttenwesen, (Contd)


Phase Separation and Precipitation Hardening of Alloys of α-Iron With Beryllium, by U. Heubner, (pp 547-554). BISI 3437


Technological-Economic Considerations of the Production of Uranium by the Amalgam Process, by W. Stoll, 6 pp. GERNAN, per, Atompraxis, Vol VIII, No 3, 1962, pp 93, 94. 9215592 AEC-Tr-6047

The Direct Application of Paint to Hot-Dipped Galvanized Steel, by J.F.H. van Fijnsbergen. GERNAN, per, Bander Bleche Rohre, Jan 1961, pp 5-7. BISI 3426


Scientific
Materials & Metallurgy (Cont'd)

Crimp and Crimp Durability in Fibrous Materials,
by S. Engelhardt.
GERMAN, per, Deutsche Textiltechnik, Vol VI, No 12, 1962, pp 321-324.
CB/269

Mechanical Properties of Very High Strength
Constructional Steels, by A. von den Steinen.
GERMAN, per, DE-Technische Berichte, Vol I, No 1, 1961, pp 2-5.
HB 6117

Problems in the Production of Heat-Resistant Steel
Castings, by H. L. Roos, H. Stein.
BISI 3366

Selection of Steel and Heat Treatment for Tools for
Hot Cold Forging, by H. Zmihorski.
GERMAN, per, Hütte-Technische Mitteilungen, Vol VI, 1960, pp 1229-1233.
*BISI 3469

Development of a Production Process for Calcium-
Silicon-Magnesium Alloys, by M. Cervinka.
HB 6071

Some Studies in the Production of Carrier-Free Be^7
by Bombardment of Lithium with Deuterons in the
Cyclotron, by K. Wagner.
*AEC

Rhenium, by J. Sagoschen, 14 pp.
GERMAN, per, Metallwissenschaft und Technik, Vol XVI, No 12, 1962, pp 1193-1195. 9215591
AEC-Tr-6021

On the Behavior of Heavy-Metal Borides Toward Binder
Metals, by I. Tangermann.
HB 6007

The Deformation Behaviour of Iron-Silicon Alloys
Containing Three to Six Per Cent Silicon, by
G. Rassmann, P. Klemm.
BISI 3395

Analytical Method of Calculating the Consumption
of Coke in the Production of Pig Iron and Its Use
in Lowering the Coke Rate, by W. Heiligenstaedt.
GERMAN, per, Radex Rundschau, No 3, 1963, pp 441-461.
BISI 3340
Scientific Materials & Metallurgy (Contd)

Fish Eyes in Steel Welds, by W. Hummitzsch.
HB 5160

Fish Scales - A Defect of Enameling Steels, by Rudolf Marker.
GERMAN, per, Sprechsaal fuer Keramik-Glas-Email, Vol XCV, 1962, pp 316-325.  
*AEC

Selected Articles From the German Periodical Stahl und Eisen.

Vol LXXI, 1951, pp 826-836,
Investigation Into the Workability of Cold-Heading Steels, by J. Billigmann.  
HB 5020

Vol LXXVII, 1957, pp 409-421,
Importance of Carbide Precipitation for the Austenitisation and Transformation Behaviour of Tool Steels, by A. Rose, L. Radamacher.  
*BISI 3466

Vol LXXX VIII, 1958, pp 1556-1563,
Thermal Stressing of Tool Steels in Hot Upsetting and Forging, by G. Beck.  
*BISI 3467

Vol LXXXI, 1961, pp 337-349,
Resistance Butt Welding of Steel Wire With a High Carbon Content, by J. Rockenhoff.  
*BISI 3468

Vol LXXXII, 1962,
SACSIR/Ref: No 285

The Influence of Hot Dip Galvanizing on the Fatigue Characteristics of Cold-Rolled Sheet.
HB 5801

BISI 3271

BISI 3428

Present State of Iron Ore Pelletizing in North America, by A. Send, (pp 972-978).  
BISI 3431
Selected Articles From the German Periodical
Stahl und Eisen. (Contd)


The Effect of the Working Practice on the Metallurgical Processes in Open Hearth Steel-making, by G. Tromel, W. Ullrich, (pp 1226-1234). BISI 3452

The Future Prospects of Minette Ore, by H. Malcor, (pp 1277-1286). *BISI 3506

Hardening and Heat Treating Steel Strip and Wire, GERMAN, per, Technik und Betrieb, Vol XIV, No 3, 1962, pp 42, 43. *BISI 3489


Finishing and Physiology of Clothing, by O. Mechea. GERMAN, per, Textil-Rundschau, Vol XVI, 1961, pp 586-592. CSIRO/No 6317


New Special Reagent and a New Method for Determining Antimony, by Fritz Feigl. GERMAN, per, Z für Analytische Chemie, Vol CXIV, 1924, pp 41-47. *AEC

Scientific Materials & Metallurgy (Contd)

GERMAN, per, Z fuer Anorganische und Allgemeine Chemie, Vol XCIII, 1915, pp 84-94. 9215603

GERMAN, per, Z fuer Metallkunde, Vol XLII, No 10, 1951, pp 302-308. ACSI I-2440

Investigation of Grain Boundary Migration in Aluminum Crystals, by Peter Hasson, F. Haebner, et al.

Data on the Speed of Sound in Pure Metals, by K. N. Schramm.
GERMAN, per, Z fuer Metallkunde, Vol LIII, No 1, 1962, pp 728-735. *BISI 3492

Critical Shear Stress of Neutron-Irradiated Single Crystals of Copper and Gold, by Jorg Fischer, 21 pp.
GERMAN, per, Z fuer Naturforschung, Vol XVIIa, No 7, 1962, pp 603-614. 9215597

Full Size Fatigue Tests on Tubular Intersections, by W. Bader.


On the Manufacture of Electromagnetic Steel Sheet in the Hirohata Works, by S. Tsuda.

JAPANESE, per, Journal of the Chemical Society of Japan, Industrial Chemistry Section, Vol LXV, 1962, pp 1622-1626. 9213877

ARC-UCRL-Tr-990(L)
Scientific Materials & Metallurgy (Contd)

Reaction of Metallic Tungsten and Fluorine Gas, by Hatao Iwasaki.

Cobalt Trifluoride, by Nobuatsu Watanabe.

Experiments and Thermodynamic Considerations on Desulphurisation of Fe-C-S Alloys in Vacuum Melting, Part I, by R. Ohno.

The Determination of Rare-Earth Elements in Basic Steelmaking Slags, by S. Wakamatsu.

Analysis of Gases in Steel by Gas Chromatography, by S. Sawa, T. Mori, et al.


A Simple Procedure for Determining the Reaction Behavior of Various Types of Coal Mine Explosives, by Hans Ahrens.

Preliminary Note on the Making of Free-Machining Steels Starting With Galena, by V. Mazarella.

Scientific Materials & Metallurgy (Contd)

Sulfurization of Pump Parts of Cast Iron and Plain Steel, by Gh. Sucoveanu, S. Pavlenko. SPANISH, per, Metalurgia si Constructia de Masini, Vol XIV, No 10, 1962, pp 874-880. *BISI 5891


Mathematics & Data Processing

Foundations of Linear Algebra, by A. I. Mal'cev, 304 pp. RUSSIAN, bk. W. H. Freeman & Co

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Nauchno-Tekh Informatsiya, No 3, 1963. JPRS 22348


The Use of Aperture-Type Punched Cards for Information Retrieval, 1. The Preparation and Reading of Aperture-Type Punched Cards, by S. A. Lipkin, G. G. Voroh'yev, 9 pp, (pp 40-46).
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Deputy Director for Operations
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7725 John J. Kingman Road
Suite 0944
Ft. Belvoir, VA 22060

Dear Ms. Schoen:

In February of this year, DTIC provided the CIA Declassification Center with a referral list of CIA documents held in the DTIC library. This referral was a follow on to the list of National Intelligence Surveys provided earlier in the year.

We have completed a declassification review of the "Non-NIS" referral list and include the results of that review as Enclosure 1. Of the 220 documents identified in our declassification database, only three are classified. These three are in the Release in Part category and may be released to the public once specified portions of the documents are removed. Sanitization instructions for these documents are included with Enclosure 1.

In addition to the documents addressed in Enclosure 1, 14 other documents were unable to be identified. DTIC then provided the CDC with hard copies of these documents in April 2004 for declassification review. The results of this review are provided as Enclosure 2.

We at CIA greatly appreciate your cooperation in this matter. Should you have any questions concerning this letter and for coordination of any further developments, please contact Donald Black of this office at (703) 613-1415.

Sincerely,

Sergio N. Alcivar
Chief, CIA Declassification Center,
Declassification Review and Referral Branch

Enclosures:
1. Declassification Review of CIA Documents at DTIC (with sanitization instructions for 3 documents)
2. Declassification Status of CIA Documents (hard copy) Referred by DTIC (with review processing sheets for each document)
## Processing of OGA-Held CIA Documents

The following CIA documents located at DTIC were reviewed by CIA and declassification guidance has been provided.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OGA Doc ID</th>
<th>Job Num</th>
<th>Box</th>
<th>Fldr</th>
<th>Doc</th>
<th>Doc ID</th>
<th>Document Title</th>
<th>Pub Date</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Decision</th>
<th>Proc Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AD0405169</td>
<td>78-03109A</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>Consolidated Translation Survey For April 1963</td>
<td>4/1/1963</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>Approved For Release</td>
<td>3/25/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD0431011</td>
<td>78-03109A</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>Consolidated Translation Survey For January 1964</td>
<td>1/1/1964</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>Approved For Release</td>
<td>3/25/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD0437964</td>
<td>78-03109A</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Consolidated Translation Survey For March 1964</td>
<td>3/1/1964</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>Approved For Release</td>
<td>3/25/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD0440831</td>
<td>78-03109A</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>76</td>
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<td>4/1/1964</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>Approved For Release</td>
<td>3/25/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>78-03109A</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>77</td>
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<td>5/1/1964</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>Approved For Release</td>
<td>3/25/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD0443106</td>
<td>78-03109A</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>Consolidated Translation Survey For June 1964</td>
<td>6/1/1964</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>Approved For Release</td>
<td>3/25/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD0444756</td>
<td>78-03109A</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>Consolidated Translation Survey For July 1964</td>
<td>7/1/1964</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>Approved For Release</td>
<td>3/25/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD0447557</td>
<td>78-03109A</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Consolidated Translation Survey For August 1964</td>
<td>8/1/1964</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>Approved For Release</td>
<td>3/25/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD0450482</td>
<td>78-03109A</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>Consolidated Translation Survey For September 1964</td>
<td>9/1/1964</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>Approved For Release</td>
<td>3/25/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD0451428</td>
<td>78-03109A</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>Consolidated Translation Survey For October 1964</td>
<td>10/1/1964</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>Approved For Release</td>
<td>3/25/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD0455133</td>
<td>78-03109A</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>Consolidated Translation Survey For December 1964</td>
<td>12/1/1964</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>Approved For Release</td>
<td>3/25/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD0456859</td>
<td>78-03109A</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>Consolidated Translation Survey For January 1965</td>
<td>1/1/1965</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>Approved For Release</td>
<td>3/25/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD0458780</td>
<td>78-03109A</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>Consolidated Translation Survey For February 1965</td>
<td>2/1/1965</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>Approved For Release</td>
<td>3/25/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD0461501</td>
<td>78-03109A</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>Consolidated Translation Survey For March 1965</td>
<td>3/1/1965</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>Approved For Release</td>
<td>3/25/2004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>